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PREFACE 

The recent surge of interest in America's ethnic minorities has led to a pro
liferation of studies and interpretations of the Mexican American as an ethnic 
group. Sociologists characterize the Mexican-American ethnic minority as re
sponding only to its cultural characteristics and struggling under the weight of 
the dominant Anglo-American culture. Historians and anthropologists picture 
the Mexican Americans' culture as having succumbed in a natural conflict with 
the Anglo culture.l5ome Mexican-American groups proclaim that the Mexican 
Americans' present character was formed by its ancestral birth in the Aztec 
civilization. 

All of these explanations evoke a degree of credibility, and many of them ex
plain some of the general characteristics of America's second largest ethnic 
minority, but none of them fully explains the manifold character of today' s Mexi
can American. Most, in fact, have created only an imaginary conceptual being
a stereotype that conflicts greatly with a real Mexican American. 
/ Real Mexican Americans do not fit many of the major aspects of the stereo
type. Racially, culturally, and linguistically, Mexican Americans are so diverse 
as to defy any singular description. Some of them claim to be Chicanos, implying 
a cultural uniqueness, and others claim to be simply Americans. Some proudly 
proclaim that they are the fulfillment of an Aztec mythological exodus to 
Aztlan, which is the present Southwest United States. Most probably have 
never heard of Aztlan. 

Despite the invalidity of the stereotype, however, Mexican Americans can 
be understood, studied, and appreciated, but not by the conventional methods 

/or approaches. A more realistic approach to analyzing Mexican Americans is to 
I consider this ethnic minority not as a static, well-delineated entity, but as a group 
)of individuals who are in an ever-changing cultural process of transition from 
the Mexican to the American, not Anglo, culture. Moreover, one must under
stand that the initial status of Mexican is not derived from the national or even 

~the ancestral roots of the so-called Mexican himself. His initial status as Mexican 
is more the result of the fact that the rest of American society has labeled and 
identified him as a Mexican, regardless of his actual nativity, race, or culture. 

1ndeed, in most cases the Mexican was not born Mexican, but was made Mexi
can. Thus, by studying the interaction of a Mexican American and the American 
culture with which he has come into contact, and especially the circumstances 
of that interaction, one can best understand who the modern Mexican American 
is and why he behaves as he does. It is the object of this paper to analyze the 
history of the interaction of the so-called Mexicans in Lubbock County,. Texas, 
with the American culture in that county and to analyze the process by which 
some of them were being made Mexican while others were and are becoming 
American. 

The original version of this study was submitted to the Graduate Faculty of 
Texas Tech University in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the M.A. 
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6 GRADUATE STUDIES TEXAS TECH UNIVERSITY 

degree in History, and I am deeply indebted to Dr. David M. Vigness for his 
direction of that thesis and to the other member of my committee, Dr. Alwyn 
Barr, for his helpful criticism. 

This work is dedicated to the thousands of migrants who might have 
resided or camped overnight in the Guadalupe Barrio of Lubbock. It is for those 
anonymous souls who wondered at the time if indeed they were "just like 
nothing." 



HISPANIC SALIENTS IN FRONTIER LUBBOCK 

In the historical consideration of the Mexican Americans in Lubbock, ref
erences are made to present political boundaries purely for the geographical 
orientation of the reader and not because those artificial lines had any critical 
significance to historical events. In fact, neither the sixteenth-century Spaniards 
in whom many of the modem Mexican Americans' ancestral roots lie nor the 
later generations of the inhabitants of this part of the Southwest have responded 
in any way to political boundaries. A preoccupation with political boundaries 
in modem studies may lead a historian to disregard such significant topo
graphical features as the Pecos River Valley and the proximity of that water
shed to the drainage system in which Lubbock is located. 

As the first Spaniards came into the northern reaches of New Spain in the early 
sixteenth century, they followed river beds or ancient Indian trails between 
bodies of water, and in doing so they traversed the area that is now Lubbock 
County. In 1540, Captain Francisco Vasquez de Coronado left Pecos Pueblo 
(26 miles east of present Santa Fe, New Mexico), following the tributaries of 
the Pecos River, as sdme historians believe, to a point where that watershed 
-comes closest to the Canon Casas Amarillas (now Yellow House Canyon), which 
1he followed through what is now the city of Lubbock. In 1629, Father Salas is 
believed to have followed the same route from Santa Fe through Lubbock on 
his way to the San Angelo area, where he established a mission, and then_:re: 
turned via Lubbock. Salas was followed in the 1650's by Captains Martin and 
)Castillo and others on their way to the San Angelo area in search of freshwater 
pearls, which Father Salas reported to have found in that area.1 They found their 
pearls, but more important, they established a land route through this area, 
which became significant as a _line of communications from San Antonio after 
that city was established as an important military outpost in 1715. That year, 
the Spanish viceroy in Mexico City ordered an expedition led by Don Domingo 
Ramon to establish the settlement of San Antonio de Bexar, and in 1731, he 
reinforced the outpost with a group of Spanish settlers from the Canary Islands. 
Troops from San Antonio used the route through the Lubbock area on their way 
to Santa Fe as late as 1808 when Captain Francisco Amangual came through 
with three companies of troops.2 

The nature of the Spanish expeditions on these old trails was such that as the 
adventurers moved onward, their culture followed not far behind. On his 1540 
expedition, Coronado was accompanied by 225 cavalrymen, 60 foot soldiers, 5 
friars, about 1000 Indian escorts, and their provisions, including about 1500 
cattle.3 It is easy to see the origin of the thousands oflonghom cows that would 

I. Lawrence L. Graves, ed., A History of Lubbock (Lubbock: West Texas Museum Association, 1959), 
23-25. 

2 . Ibid., 31; Carlos E. Castaneda, Our Catholic Heritag e in Texas, 1519-1936, vol. 2, The Mission Era: 
The Winning of Texas, 1693-1731 (Austin: Von Boeckmann-Jones Company, 1936), 3:3,282. 

3. Lynn Perrigo, The -American Southwest (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1971), 24. 
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later roam the Texas ranges and the swift ponies that the Plains Indians later 
would learn to master. But the cultural remnants of the Spaniards are much more 
germane to the present study. 

The most obvious remnants of Spanish occupation in the Southwest are the 
artifacts, words, and customs. Among the several items found in this area is a 
9-agger which workmen discovered while digging in the 1952 construction of 

rthe Coca Cola Bottling Plant in Lubbock. Presently exhibited in the West Texas 
Museum, this dagger has been identified as the type used by Spanish soldiers 

__ during the time that the Martin-Castillo expedition came through this area.4 

Just as obvious, though often taken for granted, are the place names and words 

1 which local inhabitants generally use. If not simply translated or shortened such 
r as Yell ow House Canyon for Canon Casas Amarillas or Brazos for Rio de los 
Brazos de Dios, Spanish names are merely Anglicized in pronunc~ation such 
as the Llano Est acado, Palo Duro, or Atascosa. 5 Some words have been adopted 
in their original spelling such as mesa, arroyo, mesquite, and coyote, but many 
others are actually corruptions as, for example, jerky from the Spanish charqui, 

' lariat from Ia riata, buckaroo from vaquero, or hoosegow from juzgado 
(to be judged).6 

A little appreciated type of remnant from Spanish days is the custom of brand
ing livestock and registering brands. Similarly, the old cattlemen's associations 
had their beginning in the J ueces del Campo or Judges of the Plain, who pre
sided over the rodeo.7 These remnants have not been appreciated, but they 
should be. As W. C. Holden stated in A History of Lubbock, "If West Texans 
wished, they could ass\).me a superior attitude when around historically-minded 
patriots of East and South Texas, and point out to them that so far as contact with 
European culture is concerned, claims of West Texas are twice as impressive 
as are theirs."8 So much more impressive then, is the claim belonging to persons 
with names such as Vasquez, Coronado, Castillo, and Salas, who live in this area 
today. 

More significant still than any place name or artifact in regard to the modern 
Mexican American is the system of social organization that the Spaniards 
brought into New Spain. By the 1540's, they had established the encomienda 
system in Mexico, under which the mestizos or persons of mixed Spanish and 
Indian parentage were held in a state of virtual serfdom.9 Interracial unions were 
common under this system as well as during the expeditions that brought the 
mestizos north. In the 1590's, with Juan de Onate leading the way, Spanish vice
roys began to establish a buffer territory against other Old World expeditions, 
and brought a modification of the encomienda system into the New Mexico 
area.lO This modification, the villa system, was well established by 1610, when 

4. Graves, History of Lubbock, 31. 
5. Ibid., 28. 

J 6. Carey McWilliams, North from Mexico: The Spanish-Speaking People of the United States, 2nd ed. 
(New York: Monthly Review Press, 1961), 291. 

7. Ibid. , 156. 
B. Graves, History of Lubbock, 28. 
9. Perrigo, American Southwest, 74. 

10. Matt S. Meier and Feliciano Rivera, The Chicanos: A History of Mexican Americans (New York: 
Hill and Wang, 1972), 13. 
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Don Pedro de Peralta extended it farther north in his founding of La Villa Real 
de Ia Santa Fe near the headwaters of the Pecos River.u Santa Fe, as this villa 
later was called, led a precarious existence in the mountains. For this reason, 
the villa became almost as highly centralized and oppressive as the encomienda 
system had been, although there were technical differences between the two 
systems. 

Different in that the don or landowner of the villa had no direct control over 
anything except the land granted him by the Crown, the villa system became 
prevalent by the 1720's throughout New Mexico. Under this system, the Indian 
or mestizo classes were kept in a state of perpetual debt to the don: 12 This system 
of peonage continued in one form or another until the late nineteenth century. · 

Several events occurred during the nineteenth century that left the New Mexi
co mestizos almost completely without property or roots, and eventually drove 
them into the migratory labor pattern of the twentieth-century Southwest. The 
24,000 Spaniards in New Mexico in the year 1800 had so intermarried with their 
Pueblo peon class that the mestizos soon became the most numerous element of 
the population of that state.13 The process of intermarriage on the villas began 
to isolate the mestizos racially and culturally. Not only did they lose identity with 
either race of their parentage but they were also physically shielded by the 
villa system from any outside cultural exchange. 

The independence movement in 1810 led by Father Hidalgo in Mexico began 
the termination of Spanish control in all of New Spain, and the ensuing political 
turmoil in Mexico left New Mexico, Texas, and the other northern provinces 
of Mexico even more isotated. The already insignificant governmental support 
and communications from Mexico became virtually non-existent after in
dependence.14 Year by year, the social stratification in the villas became more 
rigid. Year by year, the social and cultural status of the mestizos suffered in re
lation to other parts of the country because of the remoteness of the villas. In 
1832, Reverend Jose Antonio Laureano de Zubiria attempted to establish schools 
for the educationally neglected mestizos in New Mexico, only to fail because of 
a lack of funds and teachers.15 

This isolation and governmental neglect continued until New Mexico and 
Texas became ripe for the plucking by any power which could provide a stable 
government for these states. In 1836, Texas changed her status from a Mexican 
state to an independent republic. During the same general period, New Mexico's 

(mestizo population began to migrate from the mountain areas down into the 
more loosely controlled regions of the upper Pecos and Rio Grande Valleys. A 
subsequent revolt by landholding Hispanic grantees left New Mexico under the 
control of Governor Armijo, a zealot who was more concerned with his own 
personal gain than with the interests of New Mexico or its inhabitants.16 During 
the Mexican War in 1846, when Colonel Stephen W. Kearney marched into 

11. Perrigo, American Southwest, 37. 
12. Ibid., 7 4. 
13. Ibid., 50; Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 51. 
14. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 31. ___..... 
15.· Perrigo, American Southwest, 147. 
16. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 33. 
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Santa Fe, Armijo allowed him to establish American rule over New Mexico with 
only 1700 American troopsP 

American control over New Mexico only continued those sociological trends 
that affected the mestizo class. The Americans, as had the Spaniards before them, 
intermarried with the mestizos. Governor Charles Bent, the first American 
governor of New Mexico, married Maria Jaramillo, whose sister married the 

\ famous Christopher "Kit" Carson.18 The American soldiers of Fort Marcy at 
Santa Fe and those ofF ort Union, which was established near Las Vegas, New 
Mexico in 1851, evidently followed their governor's example in numerous 

) cases.19 Descendants of these unions can be traced as they migrated down the 
Sangre de Cristo Mountains and onto the South Plains, where many of them 
live today. 

With propagation, the New Mexican mestizos migrated and settled in Socorro, 
Artesia, and as far down as Roswell by 1880. Except for a little trade which they 
conducted with traders from Kansas City, the mestizos depended to an increas-

1 ing degree on sheep herding. By 1880, sheep herding had become the main
stay of the mestizo livelihood, and they seemed to have achieved a degree of 
social and economic stability. As pastores, or sheep herders, they had no real 

1 need for individual landownership inasmuch as they employed a system of 
communal grazing rights for their sheep and had even begun to make yearly 
trips in the spring to the grasslands of the Llano Estacado of Texas.20 Though 
~till at a subsistence level of production, these heirs to nothing but their own 
unique multi-culture lived in what appears to have been their niche in the 
world-the upper Pecos River Valley. The grasslands of the Llano Estacado and 

'the South Plains all around what is now Lubbock County seem to have been the 
fnatural direction of the next migratory thrust of the New Mexican pastores. 
Indians notwithstanding, earlier New Mexicans had traveled that area much 
before the pastores began to eye it. 

The first descendants of the Spanish to traverse the plain were the Ciboleros 
who hunted the buffalo. These colorful, mounted hunters rode their specially 
trained horses alongside their fleeing prey, and by holding out a long lance in 
front of them, "literally rode the point of it into the heart ... of the buffalo."21 

Colorful indeed was this early plainsman, but, like the prey that he hunted, he 
easily disappeared into obscurity. 

A longer lasting ' enterprise on the Llano Estacado was that of the Co
mancheros-New Mexican mestizo traders who drove their two-wheeled carretas 
or carts onto this hostile territory and traded with the Comanche Indians. In a 
1786 treaty, New Mexico Governor Don Juan Bautista de Anza secured ex-

17. Perrigo, American Southwest, 167. 
18. Ralph Emerson Twitchell, The History of the Military Occupation of the Territory of New Mexico 

from 1846 to 1851 by the Government of the United States (Chicago : Rio Grande Press, 1909), 134. 
19. Perrigo, American Southwest, 211. 
20. Nancie L. Gonzalez, The Spanish-Americans of N ew Mexico: A Heritage of Pride, rev. ed. (Al

buquerq ue: University of New Mexico Press, 1967), 6 . 
21. John L. McCarty, Maverick Town: The Story of Old Tascosa (Norman: University of Oklahoma 

Press, 1946), 9 . 
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elusive trading rights with the Indians who plundered early Texas settlers. 
Trading liquor, guns, and trinkets for scalps, cattle, women, and children, the 
Comancheros felt no more guilt than did the rich Americans, Hispanos, and 
U.S. Army officers from the Fort Bascom area, who financed the expeditions until 
well after the Civil War.22 One of the popular meeting sites for this illicit trading 
was in the Canon del Rescate, which is another name for the Yellow House Can
yon meaning Ransom Canyon, but this was only one of many such sites.23 

For almost a century, the cart and wagon transport business was a thriving one 
throughout Texas. So profitable was it, in fact, that competition by Anglo-Ameri
can teamsters in the San Antonio area led to a Cart War in 1857 against the Mexi
can carters in that region.24 The Comancheros of the Llano Estacado also began 
to come under increasing pressure to end their trading with the Indians. The 
demise of the Comanchero was due partially to direct persecution by the U.S. 
Cavalry, but was effected more by the westward thrust of the American frontier 
that eliminated the buffalo, the Indian, and consequently the Comanchero 
trade. 

The buffalo hunters on the American frontier displayed ·no animosity toward 
the Comancheros or New Mexican mestizos who had begun to move onto the 
Llano Estacado; as a matter of fact, the hunters often depended on mestizos 
as guides. Actually, the buffalo hunters were not motivated by the destruction 
of the Indian either, although the hunters did have a few skirmishes with them, 
but in their quest for buffalo hides, these American hunters had no more regard 
for the Indian's rights than had the American miners or cattlemen in other parts 
of the frontier. 

With headquarters at Buffalo Gap near Abilene, Texas, and Hide Town (now 
Snyder, Texas), hundreds of buffalo hunters stole into Indian Territory in vio
lation of the 1867 Medicine Lodge Treaty. Slaughtering the lumbering beasts by 
the thousands, the hunters took the buffalo hides and left the carcasses to rot. 
By 1879, the hunters had destroyed the great buffalo herds and consequently the 
livelihood of the South Plains Indian.25 

The end of the Comanche Indians and the Comanchero trade came with the 
campaign of the U.S. Cavalry between 1872 and 1874. Colonel Ronald S. Mac
kenzie, operating between Fort Concho in San Angelo, Texas, and Fort Bascom 
near Tucumcari, New Mexico, executed his campaign against the Comanches 

1by eliminating the Indians' sources of materiel. With the buffalo rapidly on the 
decline, Mackenzie concentrated on the Comanchero trade and the destruction 
of the wild horses that the Indians used for transportation and trade. 

Setting out in 1872 with ten companies of cavalry troops, General Mackenzie 
moved northward in search of Comanches and Comancheros. Employing 
Mexican scouts and teamsters, he followed a well-used Comanchero trail near 

22. Ibid. 
23. Ernest Wallace, Ronald S. Mackenzie on the Texas Frontier (Lubbock: West Texas Museum 

Association, 1965), 45. 
24. Hubert H. Bancroft, The Works of Hub ert How e Bancroft, vol. 16, History of the North Mexican 

States and Texas, Vol. 111801-1889 (San Francisco: History Company Publishers, 1889), 418. 
25. Graves, History of Lub.bock, 32. 
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present Crosbyton.26 Passing through the canyon part of which now bears his 
name (Mackenzie State Park), he followed the Double Mountain Fork of the 
'Brazos River which Coronado had used, north to Fort Bascom arid back the 
following year. 27 On 29 September 187 4, still in pursuit of the Comancheros, his 
troops caught and slaughtered 127 4 mustangs near Tule Canyon about fifty 
miles north of Lubbock.28 On the seventh of October, Mackenzie finally caught 
some Comancheros on the trail. 

Fifteen of the Comancheros just a few miles north of Palo Duro Canyon had 
.--been driving their oxcarts loaded with dried meat that was obviously for trade 
with the Indians. When Mackenzie apprehended the carters, they denied trad
ing with his enemy. They probably would have been released except that the 
troops later found five more Comancheros. Driving fully loaded carts, these five 
had definitely been trading with Indians, so Mackenzie arrested them all, and 
had all the wagons destroyed. By the end of that year, all Comanche activities 
were ended in the Panhandle area of Texas, and Fort Elliott was established the 
next year to secure the area.29 Although the Comanchero trade had ended, 
other New Mexicans could see advantages in the Indian's retreat. 

New Mexican pastores began to see their opportunity to move into the grass
{ands now that the Indian menace had been removed. Already having migrated 
down from the Las Vegas region to the Pecos River Valley and the Canadian 
River, the pastores moved onto the Texas Plains. Casimiro Romero led the 
first movement of pastores from Las Vegas to the Canadian River. Following the 
river into Texas, Romero settled in 1876 along its banks near what was later 
Tascosa. In just a few years, this settlement had spread all along that region of 
the Canadian in the form of plazas, or villages of adobe homes. Among these 
were the Plazas Borregos, Salinas, Valdez, Chavez, Casimiro Romero, and 
Atascosa. 30 

The families of these plazas were of the mestizo Spanish and Pueblo Indian 
mixture with a substantial element, by this time, of Anglo-American blood, which 
had been introduced by soldiers in the area around the American military in
stallations in New Mexico. One former soldier, IJ:enry Kimball, who had married 
a mestizo woman, even accompanied Romero on the trek down the Canadian.31 

It is understandable that when Americans of the cattle frontier moved into this 
same area, they found it easy to mix with the inhabitants of the plazas. 

Not only was it true that the pastores and the Texas ranchers "got along very 
well together," but the cowboys of some of the early ranches like the LIT made 
a habit of visiting the plazas for the frequent fiestas that the pastores had.32 

/ 

26. Ernest Wall ace, ed., Ronald S. Mackenzil! s Official Correspondence Relating to Texas, 1873-
1879 (Lubbock: West Texas Museum Association, 1968), ll. 

27. Ibid., 95. 
28. Wallace, Ronald S. Mackenzie on the Texas Frontier, 145. 
29. Ibid., 151; Ernest R. Archambeau, "The First Federal Census in the Panhandle, 1880," Panhandle

Plains Historical Review, 23 (1950): 23. 
30. Clark S. Knowlton, arr., Indian and Spanish American Adjustments to Arid and Semiarid Environ

ments (Lubbock: Texas Technological College, 1964), 3; McCarty, Maverick Town, 16. 
31. Ernest R. Archambeau, "Spanish Sheepmen on the Canadian at Old Tascosa," Panhandle-Plains 

Historical Review, 19 (1946): 48. 
32. J. Evetts Haley, George W. Littlefield, Texas (Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1929), 92. 
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There was even some intermarriage between the senoritas and the cowboys 
and ranchers. Two such ranchers were named Falby and Mitchell, the latter 
locating his ranch in what is now called Mitchell Canyon in the Panhandle. In 
fact, the early history of the whole region from Roswell to Las Vegas and across 
~to the Palo Duro Canyon is a history of a new blend of peoples-American 
soldiers, New Mexico mestizos, Texas ranchers-living, working, playing, and 
even robbing together with little regard to racial background.33 The Panhandle 

..of Texas was apparently well on its way to becoming a melting pot in America. 
The otherwise pleasant environment on the Texas Plains was disrupted, how-

~ver, by two events that eventually sent many of the pastores back to the foot
hills of New Mexico. The first of these was the action of an outlaw named 
S6stenes L' Archeveque. S6stenes was the grandson of a French Captain Jean 
L'Archeveque, who had been captured by Spanish troops from Santa Fe while 
on an expedition into New Spain in the eighteenth century. Captain L'Archeve
que who settled in Santa Fe, added a French element to that town, and the most 
disagreeable part of that element was S6stenes. 

In 1876, this blond-haired, blue-eyed gringo-hater murdered two American 
sheepmen in Palo Duro Canyon, and started his own little war against gringos. 
Before he was finally killed by his own mestizo people, S6stenes had acquired a 
reputation that, according to old timers, made Billy the Kid look like a weak
ling. Having killed twenty-three men, including gringos, this one outlaw created 
such a rile that many of the pastores fled to the mountains for safety.34 
~ Another force driving the pastores out of the Texas Plains was the advance 
-''of the cattle frontier. As the big ranchers became desirous of the spring:f~qla,nds 
held by the pastores, they made offers that the poor sheep herders found hard to 
refuse. Major George Littlefield bought the land for his famous LIT Ranch from 
a Mexican for $350. The Major's brother, W. P. Littlefield, gave another Mexi
can $700 for a site that became the Hidden Spring Ranch in New Mexico. as One 
by one, the erstwhile pastores moved away, or changed professions, as did Jim 
Lucero, who left Don Casimiro's employ to become a vaquero on the LIT.36 

The 1880 Census reveals that many of the New Mexican mestizos remained 
on the Texas Plains. Twenty-two per cent of the total number of persons living 
in the Panhandle in that year were Spanish surnamed, most of them residing in 
the three counties bordering New Mexico. As an example of their apparent 
degree of integration, approximately one-third of the students in schools had 
Spanish surnames, and it was even said that one of the teachers was a Mexican.37 
So, even though the pastores disappeared from the Texas Plains, their remain
ing relatives were evidently becoming a part of American life on the frontier. 

The New Mexico mestizo families who remained on the Plains and those who 
had settled in the Roswell area by the 1880's were cultural salients into the 
Lubbock area. Each of these salients was primed for migration to the Llano 

33. McCarty, Maverick Town, 75. 
34. Ibid., 19. 
35. George A. Wallis, Cattle Kings of the Staked Plains (Dallas: American Guild Press, 1957), 85. 
36. Haley, Littlefield, 93. 
37. Archambeau, "First Federal Census," 25, 41. 
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Estacado via the wagon roads that their forefathers had established into that 
land. This migration was not to be a natural expansion, however, but a com
bination of alienation from their homeland and economic attraction to the 
Lubbock area. - . The alienation of the New Mexico mestizo people took various forms. Its most 
blatant was a politico-economic coalition called the Santa Fe Ring. Having had 
its inception under Armijo during the Mexican· War, this organization later 
included some prominent Spanish American heirs to villa lands, American 
bankers, ranchers, and railroad men-all of whom conspired to grab lands from 
any defenseless small landowners in northern and eastern New Mexico. This 
was often a simple task with the few mestizo landowners, most of whom were 
illiterate or ignorant of land registration and tax matters. Indeed, many of 
these unfortunates alienated themselves from the land by dividing it among 
themselves until the plots became smaller and smaller.38 By 1894, four-fifths 
of the land was in the hands of a few unscrupulous individuals such as Santa Fe 
lawyer Thomas B. Catron, who came to own two million acres personally and 
another four million acres by partnerships. 39 

Other factors that acted to remove the mestizos and pastores from New Mexi
can lands were the notorious Lincoln County Wars (1869-1881), public land 
grants to the railroads, and the 1882 Forest Reserve Act. The Reserve Act placed 
two million acres of common lands into the federal reserve of the Santa Fe 
National Forest.4o 
- The United States Congress, responding to requests to examine land claims, 
established the Court of Private Land Claims in 1891, but its recognition of 
land claims was minimal.41 By the turn of the century, Texas cattle ranches were 
so firmly entrenched in the upper Pecos River Valley that it acquired its present 
name of Little Texas.42 Throughout the state, the mestizos and even Spanish 
American landowners were increasingly alienated from economic and political 
power. By the early 1900's, the mere thought of a full-blooded Mexican run
ning for governor of the state frightened New Mexico's ranchers.43 As the 
twentieth century dawned, the New Mexican mestizos were landless, jobless, 
homeless, and ripe for migration. All they needed was a motive to migrate, 
and this they received when the growing potential of cotton wasdiscovered on 
the Llano Estacado. ·· · 

While the Roswell and Texas Panhandle migratory salients were being 
developed, a third body of mobile workers was forming in Mexico. Mexicans 
had moved across the lower Rio Grande since the days before the Mexican War, 
but they had not been attracted to the United States in large numbers either as 
settlers or as laborers until the end of the nineteenth century. During the De-

38. Joan W. Moore and Alfredo Cue11ar, Mexican Americans (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-
Han, 1970), 15; Knowlton, Indian and Spanish American Adjustments, 41. 

39. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 107. 
40. Gonzalez, Spanish-Americans of New Mexico, 50-52. 
41. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 107. 
42. Moore and Cue1lar, Mexican Americans, 14. 
43. San Angelo Daily Standard, 7 March 1916, p. l. 
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pression of 1873, American labor began a concerted effort to curtail the im
portation of cheap Chinese labor, which had performed manual labor on rail
roads and farms during the development period of the American West. Their 
efforts culminated in the passage of the Immigration Act of 1885, which pro
hibited the importation of foreign contract labor. Further action, official and 
unofficial, in the following decades created a great demand for cheap labor.44 

American employers at this time discovered that such labor existed in Mexico. 
In the ~89Q's, Mexican laborers began to flee the economic and political op

pression in their own country, and to migrate toward the economic opportunities 
in the United States. They began to move into the Rio Grande Valley for work 
in the t;~pal}ding cotton industry in tJ!e valley and on to the Blackland Prairie 
of Central Texas. They began to work the T-i-~es in the Big Bend region of 

)Texas, where they lived in utter poverty.45 Those who were too far south to 
move into the United States began to look toward the railroad industry as their 

, only means of escape from the peon wages, the equivalent of 20 cents per day, 
which were prevalent under the oppressive regime of General Porfirio Diaz.46 

Diaz had added tremendo';Isly to the amount of railroad mileage in Mexico by 
allowing American companies to build into Mexico, a policy that may well have 
helped to bring about his downfall. His major trunklines were north-south, 
allowing many oppressed Mexicans to travel north to see and expect a better 
life; moreover, Diaz allowed American railroad companies to institute a dual
wage system which discriminated against the dark-skinned Indian workers.47 

To add to the increasing number of Mexicans who emigrated for economic 
reasons, a revolution against Diaz broke out in 1910, which began a decade of 
intense political turmoil and increased emigration. Francisco Madero overthrew 
Diaz and maintained a tenuous control over the Mexican government until 
1913 when he was assassinated by his own general, Victoriano Huerta. Huerta 
was harassed and shortly overthrown by V enustiano Carranza and Pancho 
Villa, the latter of whom stirred great resentment against Mexicans along the 
United States border.48 These ruinous conditions prevailed in Mexico until the 
1920's. Meanwhile, a flood of emigrants crossed into neighboring American 
states, where they filled the labor shortage. 

In the first three decades of the twentieth century, the number of Mexican 
immigrants to the United States increased tremendously. Mexican immigrants 
to the United States comprised .07 per cent of the total immigration into the 
United States between 1900 and 1904, and 15.68 per cent between 1925 and 

\929.49 From a total of71,000 in 1900, the number of Mexicans in Texas increased 

44. Joseph G. Rayback, A History of American Labor (New York: Free Press, 1959), 140. 
145. Charles Anthony Hawley, Life Along the Border: A Personal Narrative of Events and Experiences 

Along the Mexican Border Between 1905 and 1913 (Spokane, Washington: Shaw and Borden Co., 1955), 
25; Pauline R. Kibbe, Latin Americans in Texas (Albuquerque: University of New Mexico Press, 1946), 169. 

46. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 118. 
47. Manuel Gamio, Mexican Immigration to the United States (New York: Arno Press, 1969), 160; 

Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 117. . 
48. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 121. 
49. Julian Samora, Los Mojados: The Wetback Story (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame 

Press, 1971 ), 36. 
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to 125,000 in 1910, then 252,000 in 1920, and reached a peak of 684,000 in 1930 
(The 1930 figure includes U.S.-born children of Mexican immigrants.).50 Many 
of these immigrants, really emigres, were recruited into the bustling railroad 
industry that was expanding into such frontier areas of Texas as Lubbock 
County. 

50. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 137. 



MAKING LUBBOCK'S BARRIO 

The first permanent settlers on the Llano Estacado were the American 
frontiersmen who moved westward across the 100th meridian in the 1880's and 
1890's. These settlers came not as individuals merely traversing the area as 
had the Indians and Comancheros before them, but as organized groups usually 
~ith support from institutions in their home states either in the form of business 
firms or the federal or state government. In 1879, a group of Quaker families 

, settled in the northwest part of present Lubbock County. No sooner had they 
arrived than did they arrange for their land claims to be surveyed and recorded 
in Austin, Texas. Within a couple of years, George Singer built his home and 
established a small store near Yellow House Canyon. In 1884, the Western Land 
and Livestock Company established the great lOA Ranch over most of what is 
now the city limits ofLubbock.51 

Unlike the earlier visitors to this land, the American settlers quickly changed 
the landscape. The lOA owners started by erecting a four-strand fence around 
a 14 by 28-mile tract ofland and by digging ten water wells on their land. Next, 
they assured their cattle of sufficient grass by slaughtering two great herds of 
mustangs in the area. By 1886, the little settlement of Estacado had a post office, 
and in four years, it claimed a hotel, a store, a newspaper, a law office, a school, 
and a church. It was indeed an educated, well-established frontier which the 
American nation supported in its westward drive. 52 
/ For the mestizo descendants of Coronado in the South Plains who first came 
in contact with America's pioneers, there was no such background. The first 
ancestors of the Mexican Americans in frontier Lubbock County were recorded( 
to have been in a rather mobile state. Andrew Gonzales, whose name appeared 
in the 1880 Lubbock County Census, was working as a sheep shearer. A migrant 
from Monterrey, Mexico, Gonzales evidently was not the only one in this area. 
Migrant crews of Mexicans were used as sheep shearers by ranchers all around1 
Lubbock until the 1890's.53 

In almost any of the historical accounts of nineteenth-century Lubbock area 
activities, there are indications that Mexicans were present though not neces
sarily a part of the established American settlement. A local rancher reminiscing 
about the first time he saw George Singer's store in 1885, said that he saw there 
"a motley crowd of cowboys, a few Mexicans, and a half dozen Apache In
dians."54 The next-year, Singer's store was burned down by a "demented Mexi
can" who had come wandering in. 55 There is no doubt that there were at least a 
few Mexicans in the area, and though they may not all have been migrant, they 
were evidently not enough a part of the established settlement to have been 

51. Graves, History of Lubbock, 36, 241. 
52. Ibid. , 38, 53. 
53. Ib id., 49, 243. 
54. Ibid., 55. 
55. Ibid. 
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recorded as such. In any case, from the time of their first interactions with the 
~merican frontier in Lubbock County, they were to be seen as aliens. 

It was the American pioneer who came in and developed Lubbock, and it was 
exclusively the American culture that flourished there. By 1891, the town of 
Lubbock had its own newspaper (the Leader), a hotel, two lawyers, a barber 
shop, and four Protestant chmcbes Later in that year, Minnie Tubbs began 
teaching fifteen of the town's pupils in a small school, and by 1902, the little town 

1 had telephone service. By the time of its incorporation in 1909, Lubbock had 
electric service, and by 1912, its residents had the advantages of sewer and water 
service. Lubbock attracted more settlers and soon began its phenomenal 

\growth. 56 

In 1910, the city of Lubbock had 1,938 citizens. By 1920, the city had ex
perienced a 109 per cent growth to a population of 4,051, and by 1930, it had 
grown by 406 per cent to 20,520. As the Texas growth rate during these decades 
was never greater than about 25 per cent, what was it that enabled Lubbock to 
I sustain over eight times that rate? The answer to that question is primarily in 
a combination of two factors which also explain the influx of Mexican Americans 
to Lubbock-railroads and cotton.57 

f When railroad construction reached the South Plains, it introduced Mexicans 
to this area inasmuch as most of the railroads in the Southwest recruited laborers 
from Mexico. In 1880, Mexican workers constituted 70 per cent of the section 
crews and 90 per cent of the extra gangs on the railroads. This recruiting was to 
reach a peak in 1911. Already in 1908, the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fe 
railroads were recruiting more than one thousand workers per month in El 
Paso alone. Construction in Lubbock attracted many of these early in the boom 
p~iod.58 

Lubbock, in fact, seemed quickly to develop into a h!l:l:> qfrailroads as rail
road lines came in from several directions. The Pecos and Northern Texas rail
road company, a subsidiary of the Atchison, Topeka, and Santa Fe Railroad, 
completed a link from Plainview to Lubbock in May of 1909. Eighty Mexican 
laborers were employed in the tracklaying of this particular line. The next year, 
it was extended to ~amesa, employing 150 Mexicans. While this construction was 
in progress, a third line had been moving from Coleman to Lubbock where it 
arrived in 1911. Also employing Mexican laborers, this third line began its 
extension toward Texico in 1912, and acquired its name of Clovis Cut-off on its 
1913 arrival at that city in New Mexico. 59 
, With so many Mexican workers on these railroads, a Mexican settlement in 
Lubbock was almost inevitable. It was railroad practice to build row houses for 
laborers in the vicinity of the construction sites, and by 1909, Lubbock had its 

56. Lubbock Independent School District, The Lubbock Public Schools: A Report on 30 Years of 
Growth (Lubbock, Texas: Lubbock Independent School District, 1950), n.p.; Graves, History of Lubbock, 
83, 111. 

57. Graves, History of Lubbock, 421. 
58. McWilliams, North from Mexico, 268; Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 126. 
59. Carl Harper, " Building the Sante F e Railroad through the South Plains," W est Texas Historical 

Association Year Book, 11 (1935): 73, 78, 91; Graves, History of Lubbock, 117. 
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own railroad labor camps which became the nucleus of the Mexican Town. One 
of Lubbock's first Mexican residents in 1910, Manuel Chavez, writing in a want 
ad in the newspaper, listed his address as Shipley's railroad camp, southwest 
of town. Undoubtedly, by that time most of the hundreds of section gang workers 
had moved on to other construction sites, but the 1910 Census enumerators re
corded thirty-three persons living in Lubbock County as having been born in 
Mexico.60 Many of these must have resided at Shipley's camp, though others 
were also situated in other camps in the county. 

During the construction boom in Lubbock County between 1909 and 1912, 
Mexicans were housed in similar camps in Slaton and later in Posey.61 By 
1911, there were enough Mexican section hands living in the Slaton railroad 
camp that a Catholic priest, Father Bier, was making regular trips to minister 
the sacraments to them in their camp which he reported to have been "a few ... 
barn-like buildings."62 It was common for the Mexican workers to have their 
families living with them, so it is not surprising that the Slaton railroad workers 
started moving off the camp and into more permanent homes. In July of 1911, 
little Isabella Marques was baptized in her home in Slaton, probably the first 
Mexican American baptized in Lubbock County. By the time the migration of 
Mexican-American cotton field laborers was developing a salient into Lubbock 
County, a barrio (Mexican neighborhood) already had begun to develop around 
the Slaton roundhouse. sa 

King Cotton had begun its move into West Texas in the 1890's, and especially 
into the Llano Estacada, where the large cattle ranches were being cut up into 
farms one by one as the agricultural potential of the soil was being realized.64 
In 1900, the first crop of cotton successfully grown in Lubbock County was so 
small that it was picked by cowboys. The next few years of cotton production in 
the county, however, revealed that the farmers would have to adjust their har
vesting methods. Although the cotton harvest in 1902 produced only four bales, 
production increased to forty-seven bales in 1903. With the production of one 
hundred ten bales in 1904, Lubbock farmers had to discontinue hauling their 
-cotton to Plainview for ginning and had to erect their first gin. This production 
,increase placed Lubbock Comity second among Texas counties and fourth in 
the country by 1932.65 

It was the phenomenal growth of the cotton industry in Lubbock County con
temporaneous with railroad construction that sent out a cry for laborers hun
dreds of miles around and provided a motive for landless Mexican Americans to 

60. McWilliams, North from Mexico, 168; Avalanche (Lubbock), 17 February 1910, p. 9; U.S. 
Bureau of the Census, Thirteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year 1910: Population (Wash
.ington, D.C.: 1913), 3:832 . 
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migrate into this area. I There simply was not a large enough cadre of local 
workers to pick the great amounts of cotton being produced yearly, so com
petition for laborers increased. As one Lubbock farmer said in 1911, "It is well 
known that the farmer can cultivate three times as much cotton as his hands can 
pick," so farmers began advertising with handbills offering transportation to 
laborers from hundreds of miles around.66 At first, the cotton pickers who 
answered the call came from all directions and were not limited to any particular 

~
. · racial or cultural group. By 1912, however, the landless New Mexican mestizos 
' from the Roswell area began to migrate in increasing numbers across the Pecos, 
: and they soon outnumbered other migrants.67 

- Having earlier migrated to the fertile Roswell area from the upper and lower 
reaches of the Pecos River Valley, they came to the Llano Estacado in big wagons 
along the ancient roads established by their ancestors. Antonio U rtado, born in 
1888, in Las Vegas, New Mexico, where his parents also had been born, brought 
his family to Lubbock for the first time in 1912. Another New Mexican, Juan 
Wilson, whose father was a onetime landowner near Roswell, migrated with 
his family during the same time. Daniel Todd came from the Canadian River 
area, where intermarriage also had been prevalent. Ventura Flores left Shafter, 
Texas, in the mining region of the Big Bend area, for the good wages being ad
vertised in Lubbock County, where he found work near Lorenzo. These men 
and many others would later settle permanently in Lubbock, but in 1912, most 
of them did as migrants must, and after the Lubbock season was over, moved 
back to Roswell, where the new harvest beckoned.68 

/ The Lubbock farmers who so actively recruited the pickers at the first of the 
season simply dismissed them at the end. In seeking to decrease the inherent 

, risks involved in a timely harvest of their cotton crops, the farmers had recruited 
so many pickers that the wage level dropped to thirty-five cents per hundred

.weight.69 In effect, by demanding a labor surplus, the farmers had displaced 
their risk factor onto the already destitute laborers, who were to bear this burden 
for decades to follow. Indeed, as early as 1912, they already were losing their 
identity as persons and becoming hardly more than a commodity to Lubbock 
cotton farmers. 70 

With no permanent job- security, the migrants were forced into a seasonal 
migrationrrom one undersirable occupation to another and back again, living 
year after year in poverty. As one study of the South Plains cotton industry in 
1910 stated, "fourteenth century fuedalism met the southern plantation."71 In 

66. Avalanche( Lubbock), 19 October 1911, p. l. 
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the Lubbock cotton fields in 1912, the migrants li_yed in tents or in their wagons, 
about two or three families per farm. After passing the cold winter on the South 
Plains, they would return to the Roswell-Artesia area to work in the fruit orchards 
and alfalfa fields. Housing and wages in New Mexico being no better, the 
migrants had no reason to avoid the seasonal shuttle that deprived them of an 
opportunity to develop roots in either place for these first critical years. 72 

Sometime between 1912 and 1920, some ofthe early migrants began to remain 
in the Lubbock area after the season. The first to settle in the county undoubtedly 
remained on the farms, inasmuch as that was where they had found work; 
moreover, Lubbock farmers had begun to hire them year-round, after having 
discovered that during the off-season, the migrants would accept very low
paying jobs.· One of the most prevalent of these off-season occupations was the 
scrubbing out of mesquite and other brush on pastureland for one dollar per 
acre. As farm operations grew, erstwhile migrants began to take up permanent 
residence as workers on farms. 

Part of this settlement was the early formation of a barrio in Lubbock itself. 
Ventura Flores was the first Mexican American to settle permanently in Lub
bock, Texas. In 1912, he pitched his tent beside the railroad depot. Shortly 
thereafter, two other migrant families set up their tents next to Flores, and the 
barrio was born. 

As more and more families came into the barrio, the older families began to 
look for a more permanent site for their homes. In 1914, five of the early families 
of the barrio moved to the present location of the Guadalupe barrio north of 
4th Street and east of Avenue Q. In 1916, Ventura Flores agreed to trade his' 
wagon and team for the house of a man who was pulling up stakes and moving to 
Arkansas. The next year, Flores became the first Mexican-American landowner 
in Lubbock, registering his property between Avenue K and Avenue L in 
Guadalupe. It was not long before a growing tent barrio sprang up all around the 
Flores house. Tents were the major type of housing in the early years of the 
barrio. The number of tents remained small until the 1920's except for a seasonal 
swell in the fall of each year. Following the lead of Ygnacio Rubio in 1921 and 
Antonio Urtado in 1923, other Mexican-American families Q.egan to buy prop
erty until the barrio was a quite permanent neighborhood ofLubbock.73 

Although they were off to themselves, the early Mexican-American families 
in Lubbock p_erceived no blatant discrimination against them. When they came 
into the town square, they were not abusedor mistreated in any way. When they 
came into town for provisions, they traded at Joe Baldridge's s,tore and at the 
Boyd Brothers meat market.74 Although they did not feel that their presence 
was resented, there is, nevertheless, reason to believe that they were not accepted 
socially. 

72. Abr{m Flores, recorded interview. Mr. Flores estimated two or three families per farm. Mr. Urtado, 
in a recorded interview, gave the figure as approximately twenty persons per farm. 
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This feeling was both reflected in and encouraged by the town newspaper, 
The Avalanche, which emphasized that the Mexican-American cotton pickers 
were not of the same race as the rest of Lubbock residents. Indeed, in the first 
few years ofboosterism, the little newspaper was almost demagogic in its appeal 

. .to its Anglo readers. 
( There is no doubt that The Avalanche appealed to racial prejudice, especially 
regarding the Negro, whom the newspaper evidently felt should serve the white 
man. The main advantage that the newspaper saw in an automatic cotton

.picking machine invented in 1911 for example, was that the machine would re-
lease the Negro for work in white homes.75 The newspaper took "genuine plea
sure and trust" in publishing an article by Professor Atkinson of Lubbock in 
which he prescribed the emphasis in history classes, saying "I would have the 
Anglo-Saxon American study the glorious history of his race."76 It seemed an 
easy transition to project some of these racial attitudes to the Mexican American 
in the area. A 1909 incident in Snyder in which a Mexican American was killed 
by five whites prompted the Lubbock Avalanche to report that there had been 
a "Race War at Snyder."77 With such constant reference to Mexican Americans 
as another race, the town newspaper continued to contribute to their 'social 
\alienation in Lubbock. 
L---ft was in these first few years that the Mexican Americans in Lubbock were 
de-individualized and labeled as Mexican. Regardless of the facts that many of 
them and their parents had never been to Mexico, that some of them had as much 
Anglo-American blood as Indian, Spanish, or Mexican, and that they were an 
integral part ofthe agricultural production and growth of Lubbock, they were 
considered Mexican-alien. And the label implied a racial as well as social and 
cultural difference. · 

There were several factors which rendered the Mexican Americans more 
easily susceptible to categorization. For one, they all spoke Spanish at that time, 
and they were all of a different culture from the American. They tended to con
gregate exclusively among themselves, which seems to have been in recognition 
of their lack of acceptance. Just as significant was the fact that Anglo Americans 
in the Southwest at the turn of the century had a strong tendency to consider 
themselves superior. Those in Lubbock were no exception, and although they 
were no more homogeneous than the people they called Mexican, they called 
themselves Anglo, as much a label of self-recognition as of exclusion. Another 
very probable though indirect factor in the segregation of the early Mexican 
American was that farmers in Lubbock needed a mobile, unstable cadre of 
field laborers for their great seasonal demand for labor. This necessitated a 
system which would keep the laborers mobile, but still not drive them away 
permanently. 

Although the early Mexican Americans failed to perceive any overt dis
crimination, their alienation was slowly developed by an incipient process in 

75. A v alanch e (Lubbock ), 19 October 1911, p. 1. 
76. Ib id., 6 January 1910, p . 8. 
77. Ibid. , 5 February 1909, p. 1. 
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almost all aspects of their lives. Though they were served in restaurants, they 
·knew that they could sit only at the rear of the building. Their children were not 
allowed in the town school which was giving the Anglo children an American 
~ucation. They remained in cotton-picking work not because they had a nat
rual propensity for life on the farm, as has been proposed, but because they were 
not accepted into other occupations in Lubbock. When the first Mexican Ameri
cans obtained work in Lubbock, they were restricted to the construction of 
sidewalks and brick streets. When the Lubbock Chamber of Commerce proudly 
enumerated the town's businesses in a 1916 promotional leaflet, not a single 
Mexican-American establishment appeared on the list.78 It would be years, in 
~act, before the first Mexican Americans would become stable enough to accumu
Jtrte the needed capital for their own places of business. Excluded as theywere 
from the natural American socialization processes of a;· American education, 
soCial in.feraCtiorion an equal basis, and acceptance as individuals into stabilized 
s()Ciety, they and their children would continue for decades to live as aliens in 

::their own land.79 
w. ' ·'· ·-···· -·~ ... 
· · In addition to the alienatio11 process under way in Lubbock when the first 
Mexican Americans were settling there, _~ st~a_9yf~-~li!.lg of animositytoward 
Mexico developed as national events evoked a general xenop~o-~~C_J_eaetion 
.throughout the United States. Mexicans were castigated along with the Central 
Powers of Europe as Ame!}~~ll~~rs_~ntimenLsurg~d before World War J. 
Theo.dore.Roosevelt stated-in £l,iJ91Bl speech in Philadelphiath.at "qtuing the past 

1_~!Iree years while at peace, more Americans have been kille~lby Mexicans, (;er-

~.I_l:~t .. ~l1.s.Jrians, and Italians. th.an were killed during the entire Spanish War."80 

wo months after that speech by Roosevelt, Mexicans in Texas were being sub-
ted to wholesale deportations for treason.81 

• Anti-Mexican sentiment reached a ten-year peak in 1916 when government 
.officials and statesmen began to demand immigration restrictions "to prevent 
the influx of population, undesirable as citizens, disregardful of our laws, and 
unappreciative of our institutions."82 Finally, in 1917, the General Immigration 
Act was passed, forbidding entry to laborers under contract, illiterate persons, 
'and immigrants who could not pay an eight dollar tax on entry.83 For nation
alistic purposes, the act placated society, but economic motives soon dictated 
an alteration to the statute. 

Shortly after the Immigration Act passed, the country went to war against 
Germany, and would-be laborers left their jobs for the war. In Lubbock, Juan 
Wilson, Silverio Flores, and other now Americans left the cotton fields to 

78. Abnin Flores, recorded interview; The Hub of the Plains (Lubbock, Texas: Chamber of Commerce, 
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fight "El Kaiser."84 Farmers and industrialists, feeling the labor pinch, renewed 
their clamor for cheap foreign labor. 

The same year that the Immigration Act was passed to restrict immigration, 
the Secretary of Labor waived all of the exclusionary clauses, and renewed the 
influx of Mexican labor which by then had become desirable. Through annual 
renewals, the waiver allowed over 70,000 Mexicans into the country by 1921, 

continued for two years after that.85 
Lubbock immediately attempted to grab its share of this new supply of 
or. The town cooperated with its farmers, and the chamber of commerce 

1 ablished a special employment bureau to funnel the Mexicans into the area.86 

. Once again, Mexicans were welcomed into Lubbock County-as labor, ac()rn
\modity. By 1920, the idea was becoming more and more established in Lubbock 
that the so-called Mexicans in town-all of them-were an alien body, present 

, almost exclusively as a temporary function of agricultural production, to be 
discarded after use or, at most, kept in the general vicinity for later use. 

With the foundation for the alienation established, the Lubbock Mexican
American population continued to increase during the 1920's, and to develop as 
a separate segment of the community. As the Anglo townspeople realized that 
thebarrio was a permanent establishment, they began to develop its more basic 

!social institutions. When they built a school for the barrio, however, they built 
it as a "Mexican school," and when the church groups offered religious services, 
they entered the barrio as missionaries. Two major factors which were the most 

'getrimental to the Mexican Americans' social economic status in the 1920's were 

the effects of a nationwide nativist movement that manifested itself strongly 
n Lubbock, and subsequent efforts to deport Mexicans who had entered Lub

bock since the war years. Throughout this alienation process, the acti()nS of the 
Mexican Americans appear to have been simply an adaptation to the prevailing 
social climate. 

The growth of the Lubbock barrio was part of the overall demand for Mexi
_.can labor in Texas, which continued well into the 1920's. Sometimes as tenants 
and mostly as cotton pickers, they were in demand by Texas farmers, and evi
dently were considered to be absolutely necessary. As one Texas farmer in 
1926 told the House Committee of Immigration and Naturalization, "In order 
to allow landowners now to make a profit off their farms, they want to get the 
cheapest labor they can find ... . That is the way it is along the border, and I 
imagine that is the way it is anywhere else."87 Methods of recruitment were im
proved to draw the cheap labor into the Texas farms. Farmers sent out hand
~ills, they called meetings among barrio residents throughout the state, and they 
;:dvertised in newspapers their need for laborers. Labor recruiters called 
"coyotes" went along the Mexican border offering as much as fifteen dollars for 

84. Juan Wilson, recorded interview; Abr3.n Flores, recorded intervieW. 
85. Samora, Los Mojados, 38. 
86. Graves, History of Lubbock, 209. 
87. Carey McWilliams, Ill Fares the Land: Migrants and Migratory Labor in the United States (New 

York; Barnes & Noble, 1941), 249. 
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laborers to cross, then sold them to waiting contractors who transported them 
north.88 There is no way of knowing how many Mexicans crossed illegally, but 
by 1925, over 30,000 Mexicans per year were legally crossing the border into 
Texas to fill the labor "shortage." More than half of these were known to have 
gone to work in the fields.89 

The Lubbock County farms attracted great numbers of these as cotton pickers. 
Cotton production in this county was over 17,000 bales in 192~double the 
state's average production for single counties. With the increased production ' 
came the demand for labor, and in the customary fashion, Lubbock agencies 
joined in recruiting laborers for the local farmers. The Lubbock Morning Ava
)lanche contributed by announcing which towns in the county needed pickers. 
The chamber of commerce accepted calls from area farmers who claimed a 
shortage of hands. In coordination with the chamber, the United States Employ-

-ment Service kept tabulations of the total needed throughout the county for dis7 
patching. In 1927, an estimate of laborers needed early in the season was 25()()., 
The recruiting was effective.90 

The Mexican migration to Lubbock which had begun after World War I, 
started flooding in the 1920's, and before 1930 contributed greatly to the growth 
of the barrio. The Fourteenth Census in 1920 listed a mere 136 Mexican-born 
in the county.91 This minimal figure was probably accurate, considering the 
fact that many of the laborers in 1920 had been born in America, as had the 
original Lubbock barrio settlers, and the fact that in that year the immigrant 

. flood was in its incipient stage. There is, however, the possibility that the 
enumerators missed the seasonal swell. In 1928, a Catholic Church estimate 
recorded a more revealing figure ofl400 Mexican Americans in the county. This 
estimate was made in October and recorded the seasonal influx of cotton 
Jpickers. 92 

As cotton pickers annually migrated into Lubbock, more and more remained 
as permanent residents of the barrio. After a brief period in tent housing, the 
newer residents began to buy property adjacent to the Flores and Rubio 
homes. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the growth rate of Mexican-American property 
a..cquisition in the barrio climbed steadily untill929, the year of the depression. 

Living conditions among the Mexican Americans in the barrio and in the 
fields reflected the depressed wages in cotton labor. Because so many of the 
Mexican cotton pickers in Texas had come by the waiver of the 1917 Immigration 
Act, they were not protect~d by any provision insuring favorable working 

88. Ibid., 110. 
89. U.S., Department of Labor, Bureau of Immigration, Annual Report of the Commissioner General of 

Immigration to the Secretary of Labor (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1924), 86. (Herein
after cited as U.S., Immigration, Annual Report [year of publication] .) 

90. Lubbock: The Hub of the Plains, 1923 (Lubbock: Texas Technological College, 1923), 27; 
Lubbock Morning Avalanche, 2 November 1924, p . 6; Lubbock Daily ]ourna4 24 October 1927, p. 6. 

91. U.S., Bureau of the Census, Fourteenth Census of the United States Taken in the Year I920: 
Population (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1922), 3:1023. 

92. "Mission Echoes," The. Missionary Catechist, 4 (October 1928): 5. 
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conditions for them. Average wages for field workers remained at about $1.25 
per day in Texas, about $1.00 per day less than most other southwestern states.94 

By contrast, the farmers in Lubbock prospered because of the low labor costs, 
and Lubbock residents shared this source of income when the farmers came to 
town. In 1920, the Lubbock Red Cross showed their appreciation by establishing 
a ladies rest room in the court house where the farmers' wives could relax while 
the husbands went about town spending money. Meanwhile, the migrant cotton 
pickers in the county that year had fared so badly during the season that they 
did not have sufficient funds even to drive on to their next stop on the migrant 
circuit. Only indirectly, through the S~lv_ation Army, did Lubbock aid the 
stranded laborers on the fringes of the city.95 By this time, Lubbock residents 
felt too little responsibility for the Mexican Americans in the barrio who still 
lived in tents to be concerned for the welfare of the rural migrants. 

The barrio residents were still restricted to manu~l labor on the farms, though 
in the 1920' s a few of them began to acquire .. other positions in town. The first 
major employer of Mexican Americans in town was the Panhandle Construction 
Company. The Mexican Americans laid the bricks when street building in
creased in the winter of 1920-1921. They also dug the ditches and laid the water 
and sewer lines that serviced all but the Guadalupe barrio of Lubbock. A few of 

93. This g raph was constructed by Andres A. Tijerina from the Abstract Tract Books and Records, 
Guarantee Abstract Company, Lubbock, Texas. 

94. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 130; Gamio, Mexican Immigratwn, 39. 
95. Graves, History of Lubbock, 2 13, 214. 
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TABLE I.-Spanish Surnamed in City Directory Lubbock, Texas.9& 

Spanish- Spanish 
Surnamed Percentage Surnamed 

Total Spanish Manual as in Other 
Year Population Surnamed Laborers Laborers Jobs 

1925 12,000 95 4 
1926 15,500 104 66 63 9 
1930 20,520 69 51 74 4 
1935 no estimate 92 45 49 5 
1937 25,000 81 41 51 8 
1940 31,853 113 42 37 5 

·them had left the migrant circuit, but they were still greatly restricted to manual 
, labor.97 Table 1 demonstrates the high percentage of Mexican-American heads 
ofhouseholds who were laborers. Most of those not listed as laborers were house
wives. All Mexican Americans were listed as living in the Chihuahua district 
(now Guadalupe) of town. 

The four "other jobs" shown in 1925 included one nurse at the Lubbock Sani
tarium, one contractor_,_Q__ne grocer named Lucero, and one barber. The barber 
was one of Ventura Flores' sons, )uho, who had established his little one-room 
shop that year in Guadalupe and served primarily the Mexican Americans.98 

His brother Abnl.n became a contractor of field labor; so, after a decade, the 
original Mexican Americans in Lubbock were evidently on their way to slipping 
the bonds of economic restriction. But the move into better jobs had been a 
difficult one for them. 

In 1922, the city of Lubbock moved to meet the educational needs of its barrio 
residents, though the idea of segregation was maintained. The school board 
that year appropriated money for a little "one-room box building" to serve as 
the "Mexican School."99 The Mexican Americans were proud of their new 
"escuelita," and sent their children to class as often as their economic conditions 
permitted. The first and only teacher for a few years was a Mrs. Duvall who later 
obtained the help of other teachers-none of them Mexican American.100 By 
1924, the annual report of the superintendent showed an attendance figure at 
the Mexican School of 3L.!'_~ts.101 Teaching conditions must have been 
difficult at best for Mrs. Duvall during the first few years in the crowded little 
building. The students never graduated, but parents did not expect them to 

96. This table was constructed by Andres A. Tijerina from names provided in the Directory of Lubbock, 
Vol. 1 (Lubbock: The Plains Journal, 1925), and in Lubbock City Directory (El Paso: Hudspeth Directory 
Company, 1926-1940). Because of the difficulties involved in any attempt to enumerate the surnames of 
Mexican Americans (indistinguishable from Spanish names such as Baron, Martin, and Moran and Anglo 
names peculiar to Lubbock's Mexican Americans such as Wilson, Adams, Stone, Lawrence, and several 
others), this table can offer only an approximate percentage of Mexican Americans in labor positions. 

97. Antonio Urtado, recorded interview. 
98. Abran Flores, recorded interview. 
99. Lubbock Independent School District, Report on 30 Years. 

100. Antonio Urtado, recorded interview. 
101. Lynn Ray Musslewhite, "The Lubbock Public Schools, 1891-1941," M.A. thesis, Texas Technological 

College, 1969 p. 76. 
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graduate. It was common for these students to become disillusioned, and parents 
understandingly excused it, saying, "You know how once they reach a certain 
age, they no longer wish to continue in school."102 Not until 1920 were Mexi
can-American students to obtain a brick building, and it would be decades before 
Lubbock would claim its first Mexican-American graduate. 

In rt?ligion, Lubbock displayed a stronger sense of responsibility to its barrio 
residents, though throughout the 1920's it was somewhat patronizing. The 
missionary approach had been pioneered early in 1922, when the Red Cross 
sponsored a program of adult education taught by public school teachers who 
were transported to "Mexican Town" by the Rotary Club.103 Religious groups 
soon realized the possibilities for soul saving across the tracks. Two months after 
the Red Cross experiment, a dedicated Mrs. Ben Owens of Slaton ventured into 
the barrio and singly conducted her Mexican Sunday School, which she reported 

, to be "filled to capacity."l04 
-The Roman Catholic Church was the first to establish a permanent parish in 

the barrio. By 1924, well aware that Lubbock's Mexican Americans needed a 
church of their own, Bishop Joseph Lynch of the Diocese of Dallas purchased two 
lots in Guadalupe, where St. Joseph's Catholic Church was subsequently con
structed. Mass was regularly held by Father M. G. French from Slaton. The 
Catholic Church also conducted weekly catechism classes for approximately 
fifty parish children in its efforts to compete with the "strong Protestant forces" 
moving into the barrio. los 

The next year, Lubbock Methodists announced their plans to build a Meth
odist Church for the Mexican Americans. The purity of the Methodists' religious 

,.motives in building the church was somewhat diluted, however, by their stated 
policy "that it is cheaper to Christianize people than to grind them through the 
courts, and have them put back on us by pardon boards."106 It was evidently 
these efforts to "Christianize" Mexican-American Catholics that Father French 
considered such a strong threat. 

/ The Baptist missionaries into the barrio that same year felt that soap was more 
important than a parole board. Their policy, according to one of their members, 
was that "cleanliness before prayer is the best means of taking care of the moral 
conditions of the Mexican population of Lubbock. ... A bar of soap first, then 
the individual is better prepared for the learning of the Bible."107 The above 
statements very likely represent the extreme of such sentiment in Lubbock. In
deed one might conclude by these statements that the Mexican Americans of . 

~925 L. ubbock were dirty heathens of habitual criminality, except for the fact 
hat contemporary sources fail to bear this out. In fact, the newspaper at fhat 
ime reported that the Mexican Americans in Lubbock had always been "ex-

·102. Antonio Urtado, recorded interview. 
103. Lubbock Avalanche, 20 January 1922, p. 1. 

, 104. Ibid., 24 March 1922, p. 1. 
105. Silver Jubilee of Ordination (Lubbock: Saint Elizabeth's Catholic Church, 1960), n .p.; "Missionary 

Echoes," Missionary Catechist, 5. 
106. Graves, History of Lubbock, 443. 
Hl7. Ibid. 
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(ceptionally orderly and law-abiding," and had "great pride in having kept their 
part of town clean and sanitary."108 The fact remains, however, that although the 
Anglo population of Lubbock felt a certain degree of pa,ternaHsm for their 
neighbors across the tracks, they c~n~inued to consider them as inferior and 
~lie11._ This attitude rendered quite precarious the status of the Mexican Ameri
can in the uneasy decade ofl920's America. 

Throughout the country in the decade after World War I, there was a strong/ 
-----1ativist feeling which manifesteditself in Lubbock as well. The local Ku Klux\ 
: -_ Ian chapter is still remembered today by Lubbock residents. By 1922, the local 
post of the American Legion, also strongly nativist, announced that it was "strong 
for Americanization"-a term which implied a process in regard to something 
un-American.109 The chamber of commerce proudly advertised its 1920 citizen
ship to be "100 per cent White American" with "only 2.5 per cent" foreign-born 

· whites.U0 Such enthusiastic nativism could lead only to action against anyone 
who was not considered white Protestant. In ~_arch of 1922, Father Kelley of 
Slaton was tarred and feathered by unnamed persons, ostensibly for his im-

(morality. The Lubbock newspaper excused the offense, stating that it will be 
remembered that Father Kelley ha<f made disloyal statements about the United 
States government during the recent war.111 It was only natural that this dema_
gogt~ery should have been extended against someone as alienated as the Mexi
can Americans of Lubbock. 

Mexican Americans throughout the Southwest suffered as a result of rampant 
nativism. Even as late as the 1920's when they still could have progressed in 
acculturation, they were subject to seerningly cyclical surges of xenophobia in 

"iheUnited States. Texas Congressman John C. Box was demanding the type of 
quota system that was later to be enacted in the 1924 National Origins Act.112 The 
Lubbock Avalanche echoed Senator Box's demands. In its case for the establish
ment of immigration restrictions, the little newspaper presented "striking 
figures" on immigration into Texas.113 

,... In addition to the restrictions of the 1924 Act, Congressmen responded to the 
requests of their constituents by appropriating one milli9n dollars for the crea
tion and maintenance of a border patrol force of 450 employees.114 The Lubbock 
newspaper told its readers that they should be proud of the new "crack outfit" 
which would patrol the border, and boasted in detail about the new uniforms 
~nd equipment. us 
i Barrio residents lived in a state of constant apprehensiveness after the na
tionalistic purge was renewed. In the late 1920's, the Border Patrol frequently 
visited Guadalupe. They entered homes of longtime citizens and residents. 

108, Lubbock Avalanche, 20 January 1922, p. l. 
109, Lubbock Avalanche, 17 February 1922, p. L 
llO. Lubbock: The Hub of the Plains, 1923, 22. 
lll. Lubbock Avalanche, 7 March 1922, p. l. 
ll2. Joan London and Henry Anderson, So Shall Y e Reap: The Story of Cesar Ch<ivez and the Farm 

Workers' Movement (New York: Thomas Y. Crowell Company, 1970), 10. 
ll3. Lubbock Avalanche, 10 J anuary 1922, p. l. 
ll4. U.S., Immigration, Annual Report (1924), 23. 
ll5. Lubbock Morning Avalanche, 5 October 1924, p. L 
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They challenged Mexican Americans in restaurants, in the fields, and in autos. 
Occasionally, they apprehended a longtime resident who had had children born 
in the United States, and purchased property in Guadalupe, but had never be
come naturalized. To Mexico they went, their children's citizenship and their 
property notwithstanding. us 

The obvious result of this policy was that during the fiscal year following the 
passage of the 1924 Act, 1751 Mexicans were repatriated from the United States. 
Much more significant in terms of social impact, was the resurgence of anti-Mexi
can sentiment. It was also during this particular cycle that such sentiment mani
fested itself in open discrimination. Mexican Americans found it difficult to 
receive fair treatment or service in town. Whereas before only a tacit under-

- standing of reluctant service to Mexican Americans prevailed at places of busi
ness, by I9g6, offensive signs declaring "No Mexicans Allowed" barred entrance 
to bewildered Mexican-American citizens.117 This situation slowly deteriorated 
untill929. But if the victims of such discrimination felt their life to be somewhat 

, lacking, they would soon realize that it had been at least acceptable compared 
· to what it would be after the stock market crash and the Great Depression of 
the 1930's. 

The decade of the 19~0's only worsened the life of the Mexican American in 
Lubbock. As (or most Americans, jobs and wages were substantially reduced, 
and living conditions deteriorated accordingly. But while most other Ameri
cans simply "tightened their belts" against the general economic disruption of 
the depression, the Mexican Americans were once again subjected to a social 
alienation which lowered their status so much more. 

The period between 1929 andl933 was economically the worst for Lubbock's 
Mexican Americans during the depression. During these years, there were few 
other jobs available besides work in the cotton fields. Wages in cotton had 
diminished to the point where a man earned no more than about $15 per week, 
or $300 throughout the entire season. This meager sum sustained him and his 
family for the remainder of the year. After the 1932 election, Mexican Americans 
were able to obtain a year-round income thanks to "El Rosebel" who began his 
Presidential program of"Relief, Reform, and Recovery."118 

; Relief work under the Works Progress Administration for the Mexican Ameri
cans meant $31 per month paving streets in Lubbock or "scrubbing out" the 
surrounding pastureland. Other work projects included laying brick roads 

· and constructing concrete sidewalks in town or at Texas Technological Col
lege.119 A few were fortunate enough to have been employed by the railroad, 
~which continued paying good salaries and furnished adequate housing to its 

116. Delma Kyl~ to Andres A. Tijerina, recorded interview, Lubbock, Texas, 19 May 1973, in Texas 
Tech University Southwest Collection, Lubbock; Juari Wilson, recorded interview; Antonio Urtado, re
corded interview. 

117. U.S., Immigration, Annual Report(l925 ), 161; Juan Wilson, recorded interview. 
118. Amado LOpez to Andres A. Tijerina, recorded interview, Lubbock, T exas, 24 March 1973, in 

Texas Tech University Southwest Collection, Lubbock. 
119. Ibid.,; Juan Wilson, recorded interview. 
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workers.120 Generally speaking, however, Lubbock's barrio residents experi
enced great poverty. 

Catholic missionary nuns assigned to St. Joseph's Church in 1930 reported 
that their parishioners were living in "barns, chicken houses, and shacks built 
of old boxes, paper cartons and discarded galvanized iron."121 The nuns found 
the barrio schoolhouse to be in the "most deplorable" condition. They were 
astonished that the school board would compel the Mexican-American students 
to attend school "under unsanitary conditions in a tumbledown shack" and 
demanded that the board take remedial acti0n.122 

Whether the nuns' demand was indeed effective or whether it was just well' 
timed is not known, but it is a fact that the city fathers made some definite im
/Provements in the barrio after the complaint was lodged. In June ofJf!3_Q, the 
~~oard appropriated the necessary money to ~-~~struct the barrio's first school 
I building. __ It was a three-room building, and replaced the old frame schoolhouse. 
In 1935, the Public Works Administration granted money for improvements to 
the school, which provided not only the improvements, but work for barrio 
men.123 And in 1938, in spite of the continuing depression, the city council 
approved K. N. Clapp's motion that a:Mexican Park" be constructed with $800 i 

which they appropriated for that purpose.124 
Although it seems that Lubbock at least made an effort to improve the condi

' tions in the barrio, such efforts were far from sufficient to combat the basic 

)
p-roblem confronting the Mexican American. Mexican Americans throughout 
Texas and the United States suffered primarily as a result of the economic com
petition which became acute during the depression. With fewer jobs and less 
:money in circulation, Americans seemed less willing to share, and toward the 
Mexican American this was manifested in increasing discrimination. 

It was during the 19~Q'~__that discrimination against the Mexican American 
became firmly entrenched in the mind of Anglo-American Lubbock. Schools, 
theaters, restaurants, and barber shops completely excluded Mexican Ameri
cans. The "N'() _Mexicans" signs became quite common in town.125 The alienation 
of the Mexican American in Lubbock was complete. He was not only a stranger 
~ut a completely unwanted one. In fact, Lubbock was not unlike the entire 
country in actually trying to purge itself of the Mexican element within its . 
borders. 

Very early in the depression, a bill was approved by the Senate to restrict 
immigration to the United States from Mexico.126 The Border Patrol did not need 
new legislation to deport many Mexicans; Section Twenty-Three of the 1924 
Immigration Law allowed for the deportation of any illegal entrants. Since 

120. Porfirio Jimenez, recorded interview. 
121. "Something to Tell You," The Missionary Catechist, 9 (May 1933): 4 . 
122. "The Religious Education of the Spanish-speaking People in the United States," The Missionary 

Catechist, 6 (November 1930) : 4. 
123. Musslewhite, "Lubbock Public Schools," 99, 135. 
124. Lubbock City Council Minutes, 13 December 1938, in Office of the City Secretary, Lubbock, 

Texas. 
125. Amado LOpez, recorded interview. 
126. Lubbock Daily Journal, 13 May 1930, p. 1. 
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many of the Mexicans had never been naturalized, they were still considered 
illegal entrants, so the Border Patrol had no trouble deporting them early.127 

Additional legislation aimed at the Mexican came shortly. In 1931, Congress 
doubled the appropriation to the Border Patrol for the enforcement of the con
tract labor provision of the 1917 Immigration Act, which forbade the immigration 
of any persons entering "to perform labor in this country."128 This included any 
Mexicans who had come in to work during the 1920's. In the same year, 1931, 
another act was passed making it a felony for any person to reenter the United 
States after deportation, and allowing for heavy fines to violators.129 

Decreased immigration and repatriation drastically reduced the number of 
Mexicans in the United States and in Texas. Mexican immigration, which had 
reached a peak of87,000 in the United States in 1924, fell to 12,000 in 1930 and 
was down to 1,000 by 1935.130 By that year, the Mexican repatriation rate was 
five times that of Mexican immigration, and Texas alone was deporting over 
4,000 per year.131 By the end of the 1930's, Texas had purged herself of 132,000 
Mexicans. The saddest aspect of this was that that figure included American
born children.132 

-----The repatriation of Mexicans was a repeat of the situation in the 1920's except 
that the repal!~~_tion inthe 1930's was done on a much larg~r scale, and it was 
specifically ordered by Congress. Any wife or child of a marriage with a Mexi
can national married after July ofl932 was "voluntarily" repatriated with the 
Mexican.133 Older residents of the Lubbock barrio say that the Border Patrol, 
or the migraci6n as they called it, once again began its apprehension oflongtime 
barrio families. It was common to see one or two families taken away each month 

uring the peak period of repatriation in Lubbock.134 

The Lubbock Daily Journal reported throughout the 1930's whenever "Mexi-
(cans residing in Lubbock" were repatriated to their "native country," 
and that they were "being sought throughout the area."135 In keeping with its 
character, the newspaper approved of the repatriation of Mexicans, and ed
itorialized that it was probably for the better because "Americans have looked 
on them as inferiors."136 

Such an inhospitable atmosphere certainly had its effects on the Mexican
American populace of Lubbock. By the time the 1930 Census was taken, there 
were only 1017 Mexicans in all of Lubbock County. This figure included Mexi
can nationals and their descendants.137 The number of foreign-born whites in 

127. Delma Kyle, recorded interview; U.S., "Immigration Act," Statutes at Large, 43 (1925): 165. 
128. U.S., "Immigration," Statutes at Large, 47 (1933): 145; U.S., "Immigration Act," Statutes at Large, 

39 (1917): 893. 
129. U.S., "Deportation," Statutes at Large, 46 (1931): 41. 
130. Moore and Cuellar, Mexican Americans, 41. 
131. U.S., Department of Labor, Twenty- Third Annual Report of the Secretary of Labor for the Fiscal 

Year Ended June 30, 1935 (Washington, D .C.: Government Printing Office, 1936), 85. 
132. Meier and Rivera, The Chicanos, 162. 
133. U.S., " Immigration," Statutes at Large, 47 (1933): 656. 
134. Abran Flores, recorded interview. 
135. Lubbock Daily ]ourna~ 18 Apri11930, p. 1. 
136. Lubbock Evening ]ourna~ 3 July 1939, p. 6. 
137. U.S., Bureau of the Census, Fifteenth Census of the United States, 1930: Population (Washington, 

D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1932), 3 : 1014. 
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Lubbock declined from 305 to 1930 to 225 in 1940. This count did not specify 
which country the foreign-born whites were from, but it is probably safe to say 
that the number of Mexican-born in Lubbock was very small by 1940.138 

For all of their efforts to live as contributing members of American society, 
the Mexican Americans of Lubbock County seem to have received very little 
in return. Indeed, the one thing they can be said to have done in their four de
cades of life there was to stagnate into the lowest level of society. Their numbers 
declining, their status at its nadir, Mexican Americans did not have much in
centive for staying in Lubbock. In fact, the population figures reveal that during 
the depression very few Mexican Americans moved into Lubbock County. There 
was, however, a migration into Lubbock County. It was not the type of migration 
that appears on the official census, obviously. But there was, by the end of the 
depression years, an inchoate migration of people--Mexican Americans 
among others-into Lubbock County. 

In 1929, Amado Lopez permanently settled in Idalou, in Lubbock County. 
Probably nobody at the time realized that Lopez had migrated into the county 
because he, like a growing number of other Mexican Americans at that time, 
came into the county for the cotton season and then simply disappeared after
wards. By 1929, Lopez had shuttled back and forth every season for about five 
years from the Blackland Prairie of Texas, where cotton production was begin
ning its demise, to Lubbock County, where cotton was in the embryonic stage 
of a spectacular growth trend.139 Without knowing it, Lopez began a migration 
which was characteristic of the type that King Cotton has caused on his seven
lleague journey all the way across the Southwest. First a people are alienated 
from the land. Then they go through a phase in which they shuttle back and forth 
across the land, following the harvest. Finally, one migrant settles, then another, 
and another-until the migration makes itself known, to the surprise of every
one. Amado Lopez probably was not noticed when he settled, but he was a 
significant harbinger. His move portended a mass migration that was to drain 
the economy and populace out of one area and pump it into another area four 
hundred miles away. 

138. Graves, History of Lubbock, 435. 
139. Amado Lopez, recorded interview. 



THE MIGRANT "SWING" INTO LUBBOCK 

The history of the Mexican Americans in Lubbock County during the de
pression years appears to be rather uneventful; and indeed the situation in that 
county has been described in the preceding chapter as one of stagnation and 
atrophy. This fact should not, however, be considered as representative of the 
importance of those years in relation to the overall history of those people. Con
trarily, when considered in a broader perspective, the decade of the 1930's can 
be said to have been the single most significant decade in the history of the 
Mexican Americans of Lubbock County. For this fact to be appreciated, the per
spective of consideration must be expanded so as to include the effects of the 
depression years on other Mexican Americans who were four hundred miles t~ 
the southeast of Lubbock, in the lower half of the Blackland Prairie of Texas, 
specificially Karnes and Caldwell counties. Those were the Mexican Americans 
who compris~ the greater part of the Mexican-American populace in Lubbock 
today . . 

The tale of their migration to Lubbock is the same characteristic sequence of 
events described earlier, in which a people undergo alienation, shuttle migration, 
and eventually, resettlement in a distant place. Upon their arrival in Lubbock 
County, these people were considered alien-alien to Texas and alien to the . 
United States. Many of them were descendants of Mexican immigrants. A sub
stantial number of them, however, had a heritage that extended to the days when 
Texas was a republic, and some could claim a direct lineage to the very founders 
of Texas under Spain. 

The original settlers of San Antonio, as mentioned earlier, were the members 
of the Ramon Expedition from Coahuila in 1715 and the group of . Canary 
Islanders who arrived in 1731. These people received land grants and prop
agated in and around the San Antonio area in such a way that by the twentieth 
century, their descendants were still in that area, though many were living on 
a substantially lower social stratum. 

For the first century after their arrival in Texas, these original families enjoyed 
positions of wealth. The immediate descendants of Nicolas de los Santos Coy, a 
mounted Spanish soldier on the Ramon Expedition, were all landed. One of his 
descendants, Andreas Coy, who had a large ranch in Karnes County, gave "an 
abundance of corn" and "enough bread and seed" to a settlement of Poles who 
had immigrated the year before and were starving during the drought of 1856.140 

Other family names which were recorded to have been on the Ramon Ex
pedition-Botello, Longoria, Perez, and Betancur-appear to have been in 
similarly prestigious position in those years. The same can be said for the Canary 

140. Fred erick C. Chabot, With the Mak ers of San Antonio: Genealogies ofthe Early Latin, Anglo-Ameri
can, and G erman Families with Occasional Biographies, Each Group Being Prefaced with a Brief Historical 
Sketch and Illustrations (San Antonio: privately published by Artes Graficas, 1937) 46; Edward J. 
Dworacz)fk, . The Contennial History of Panna Maria, Texas: The Old est Polish Settlem ent i;-At;;eriea·, 
1854~1954 (Panna Maria, Texas: Centennial Celebration Committee, 1954), 41. 
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Islanders whose names included Leal, Santos, and Cabrera. All of the Canary 
Island settlers were declared Hijos Dalgos or sons of nobility upon their arrival 
in 1731, and many of their names appear in the Texas Abstract of Original Land 
Titles as owners of huge tracts of land. Some of the so-called Mexicans of this 
area received their land grants not from Spain or Mexico, but from the Republic 
of Texas for their service in making this state an independent republic.141 

During the violent years in which Anglo-American Southerners flooded into 
the f~rtile Blackland Prairie of Texas after its independence from Mexico, many 
grantees lost their lands as in the case of Don Carlos Martinez, whose entire 
family was killed by" companies of white people" who came up the Colorado and 
Guadalupe rivers and squatted on his land.142 ¥exican carters who were carry
ing on a profitable trade in Southeast Texas at the same time the Comancheros 
were traversing the South Plains, were persecuted and run out of business 
during the Cart War of 1857 by Anglo-American teamsters who could not com
p_~te economi-cally with the Mexicans' prices. This situation led to the passing 
.bf or4inances in several counties barring entrance or passage to "greasers or 
peon Mexicans" in those counties.143 The violence of the Reconstruction affected 
.the Polish settlers as much as the Mexicans in Karnes County, and both ethnic 
groups were meted the "same treatment as the negro" by the "southern scum on 
the loose."144 · 1 -~-- --··----- --...., 

After the Civil War, the original Spanish families in Southeast Texas dropped 
a step lower on the social and economic scale. Alfonso Coy of the original Coy 
families was a trail driver who led cattle drives from Karnes County north to 
Kansas in the late 1860's. Francisco Longoria and his brother were also cattle 
drivers in the same area as late as 1882. Their cook on these drives was another 
descendant of the old Spanish settlers, Old Betancur.145 These men undoubtedly 
knew their proud lineage, though it had lost its former status. Even today, a 
person living in Southeast Texas may be identified popularly as one of "Los 
Ramones" of the Ramon families. But during the late nineteenth century, the 
status of these families had still one more level to descend. 
' in the 1870's, King Cotton took a giant step into the Blackland Prairie of 
Southeast Texas, and within years, this became the highest cotton-producing 
area in the United States. Between 187 4 and 1880, the number of farmers in Cald
well County along the San Marcos River tripled because of the brilliant growth 
of cotton.146 As the cotton industry grew, the resulting demand for labor brought 
in a flood of Mexican laborers from the border areas around Laredo. An article 
in the Carrizo Springs Javelin -d~seribed the situation on 2 September 1911: 

141. Castaneda, Mission Era, 46, 285, 301; Abstract of All Original Texas Land Titles Comprising Grants 
mid Locations to August 31, 1941, vol. 4 (Austin: General Land Office, 1942), 416. 

142. Kennedy Times, Historical Edition, 1 October, 1963, sec. 10, n.p. 
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"Today a coach load of Mexican pickers passed through this city for the great 
cotton fields about San Marcos and tomorrow an entire train load will go over 
into the Brazos bottoms."147 This continued until the late 1920's, when it was 
stated by a University of Texas professor that "the greatest density of rural Mexi
can population in Texas was not along the Rio Grande but in Caldwell Coun
ty."148 At first, these Mexicans shuttled back and forth from the border to the 
Blacklands every season, but before the turn of the century, they already had 

,be.gl!n .to replace the white tenant farmers. By 1920, the census revealed that 
I many of the rural areas in the Blackland Prairie were populated almost totally \ 
by Mexicans. The population of Karnes County, for example, was 82.9 per cent 
Mexican born in that census. TheseTenant farmers were different from the old 
nineteenth-century type of tenants or sharescroppers, who were bound by their 
livelihood to a given plot ofland. These tenants were actually day laborers, only 
some of whom actually resided on the farms.l49 

'--' Most of these Mexicans lived in the small towns in which the Mexican popu
lace began to take on the responsibilities of the functions of society. Their schools 
were taught by Mexican teachers imported from Mexico. Mexicans worked as 
clerks in stores and larger business firms.150 Businesses took on a strong Mexican 
flavor, such as the panaderia, which sold Mexican sweet rolls or bread. Until th~ 
Great Depression, it looked as if Southeast Texas might become as much Mexi
can as the Rio Grande Valley had always been. 

\... The depression meant more than economic hardship to the people of the Texas 
Blackland Prairie. It brought a series of catastrophic events that swept these 
people off the land and drove them away. Obviously, prices and wages collapsed. 
"El Hoover" was credited with lowering the prices of eggs to 5 cents per dozen, 
fryers to less than 25 cents each, and cotton to 3 cents per hundredweight for 
farmers.151 When Roosevelt's Agricultural Adjustment Act offered benefit 
payments to farm owners, they quickly eliminated their tenants and cut pro
duction. Very often, the landowners used benefit payments to buy tractors, 
further reducing the need for tenants or laborers.152 In effect, the tenants were 
driven off of the land. 
~re contributed to these men's problems. In June of 1935, Karnes County 
had the most devastating flood it had experienced in decades. For days, rich 
bottomlands were inundated and thousands of acres of crops along the river were 
ruined. To add to this, the soil began to show the effects of years of poor farming 
practices. As the Texas Almanac reported for the depression years, cotton blight 
and the boll weevil struck "worst on the depleted soils of the Blacklands."153 

147. Paul Shuster Taylor, An American-Mexican Frontier: Nueces County, Texas (Chapel Hill: · Uni
versity of North Carolina Press, 1934), 102. 
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The Mexicans who had migrated into those lands and the other farmers who 
had been there for decades before began to look for other sources of income. 
According to Santos Urive, who had been employed as a tenant in Martindale, 
Texas, the employment opportunity heard most often on his trips to Austin was 
t~a~ of C()tton picking in the Lubbock area where wag~s were reported to be 
good.154 The i[l<::entive to migrate thus was great for the landless, jobless people 
of the Blackland Prairie. 
/within a t~n-year pe~::_i2_~, the farm population in this region, particularly the 
~(:)Xican element, dwindled away. A study done by missionaries of the Meth
odist Church during the depression in Texas, reported a constant loss of members 

' in their churches, most of which were concentrated along the Blackland 
Prairie between Karnes and Caldwell counties. The report stated that often 
"a whole colony" of''Latin Americans" left the area.tss In Karnes County, a 1934 
study by the school system reported that the Mexican element of the population, 
which in some communities represented 75 per cent of the total population, 
formed a "f}_oating populatiof!, following work north in the fall and returning 
south for the early spring."tss 

Considered in a bro~der perspective, the situation in the Blackland Prairie 
of Texas was simply part of a much larger trend in the United States called the 
~gricultural Revolution. The displacement of tenants by mechanization had 
begun in 1926, and was greatly accelerated with the introduction of the all
purpose tractor. Mechanization continued at a tremendous rate through the 
tepression. In 1930, there were 37,000 tractors in Texas, and in 1938, there were _ 
~~,000. With this mecha~ization, Texas quickly took the lead in cotton pro

duction among states in this couptry, and, as mentioned earlier, L_!;!l:Jbo<:._~_l~d 

':!:~)(aS by1932.157 

Lubbock's cotton production, which increased at a phenomenal rate until the 
1!)60's, was accelerated mainly by the use of tractors and irrigation. 'J:'ractors 
proved their value in agricultural productivity to Lubbock County farmers in 
the mid-1920's, and throughout the depression, the number of tractors in the 
county increased. There were 1 I_~_ tractors in Lubbock County in 1940, 3223 
i_J11950, and 4308-in 1954.158 Lubbock farmers beg£t,pto irrigate their crops in 
1934, and by 1954, Lubbock's 3,000,000 acres of irrigated fields represented 56 _ 
per cent of the state's total irrigated cropland. The only problem with this 
tremendous production was labor. As the Lubbock newspaper editor stated, 
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"The fields are white unto the harvest, but there is nobody to harvest the crop. 
It's an annual struggle-this business of cotton pickers."159 

1 The labor force for which Lubbock cried was generated during the depression, 
and it was comprised primarily of evicted tenants and laborers from Southeast 

1 Texas. The number of tenant farmers in Texas had climbed steadily from 65,000 
· in 1880 to over 300,000 in 1930 and then crashed to 200,000 in 1940 and 100,000 
in 1950. Between 1930 and 1940, the number of tenants in Karnes County fell 
from 2338 to 1112 and in Caldwell County, from 2346 to 878. The fact that these 
tenants went into migrant labor is dramatically illustrated by the fact that in 
the same year, 1935, the number of sharecroppers in Texas decreased by 28,654, 
~d the number of migrant farm laborers increased by 25,601.160 

There is little doubt that the migrant laborers of Texas were erstwhile tenants 
and sharecroppers, and there is just as little doubt that they were primarily the 
Mexicans and Mexican Americans from the Blackland Prairie and other areas 
of South Texas. In July of 1939, the Lubbock Evening Journal published the 
following article, using the data of the United States Employment Service to 
describe what has been called the Big Swing: 

Lured by proposed earnings from bursting cotton bolls, a mass migration of laborers 
mounting to 350,000 men, women, and children at its peak, has begun its northward 
trek .from deep South Texas. Not until December, bleak and cold in the Panhandle, 
will the last of the workers ... disperse and return. In trucks and in broken down 
automobiles the laborers, 85 per cent of Mexican descent and 10 per cent negro . . . will 
pick more than 3,000,000 bales. Roadside camps, tents on vacant city blocks will be 
common. Robert M. McKinley of the U.S. Employment Service says women ... 
comprise about 15 per cent of the total laborers with children old enough to do their 

----ohare of the back-breaking labor making up about 25 per cent,l6t 

This shuttle migration continued throughout the 1930's across Texas. The 
conditions on the Big Swing-the wages, the transportation, the disease, the 
housing, the social alienation-all were substandard, but Texans excused the 
situation with myths exonerating the farmers and anyone benefiting from the 
farmers' prosperity, and placed the blame on the migrants. 

Mexican Americans who comprised the majority of these migrants really 
did not like the Big Swing, but society did make efforts to encourage the 
Mexican Americans to remain in the migration. Mexican Americans were often 
excluded from other forms of employment by "some law," as they were 
_wld.162 Texas farmers obtained passage of the Emigrant Agent Act in 1929, 
which levied a $1000 annual tax on out-of-state labor recruiters to discourage 
the recruitment of Texas laborers.163 In the early years of the Big Swing in 
Lubbock, city officials encouraged unemployed persons to pick cotton. Such 
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a case occurred when the chief of police reported, "Lubbock officers are 
rounding up every loafer, and every stray regardless of color, and making 
an effort to send them to the cotton patches."164 

Anot~Elr my!h about the migrants was that they preferred lower wag~s.. In 
1934, a Te_)(_!ls _farmer stated_to Paul Taylor, who conducted an extensive 
study of Mexican American migrants for the United States Department of 
Labor, that "the worse you treat them, the more they do ... the les~_ you pay 
tQ~_!ll the more-tney do."165 This phenomenon was true, but the farmer's ra
tionale was pure myth. The laborers did produce less as wages were in
creased, but not because they were lazy or because they preferred low wages. 
Actually, as wages went up, entire Mexican American families realized they 
could live without the smaller children or women working, so these laborers 
would drop out and go home or to school; thus the total production would 
fall accordingly.166 If wages continued to increase, the men would reduce 
their hours oflabor to less than backbreaking level. The farmers probably knew 
this, but there was yery little to compel them to pay higher wages at the time. 

A summary of the legal protection of migrant laborers during these years 
reveals a situation of almost complete exclusion. Agricultural laborers were ex
empted from state · and federal unemployment insurance while large farms 
reaped millions of dollars in subsidies. When the Social Security Act was 
passed, it excluded agricultural laborers. The Fair Labor Standards Act 
offered them no wage or bargaining protection, and certainly local law 
officials would not allow labor strikes or organization against farmers. 

Thus proceeded the Big Swing for a period of about thirty years from 
. before 1930 to about 1960, and although Texas can not be excused for much 

of the injustice and apathy that existed during those years, neither should 
these conditions be used wholly as an indictment of Anglo Americans, for 
t~ey themselves were undergoing major changes in their lives during those 
years. Qrr~ _ Qf these changes was a trend termed urbanization. Texas cities, 
which at the turn of the century contained 15 per cent of the state's white (non
Negro) population, had to absorb 40 per cent by 1930, and by 1960, the cities 
were bulging with 73 per cent of the state's population.167 With this urbani
zation came growing pains for the expanding cities, and, in this respect, 
Lubbock was no exception. 

There are strong indications that Lubbock owed its growth after the de
pression primarily to the fact that King Cotton left the Blackland Prairie forj 
the South Plains, _and brought his ento11rage with him. As cotton moved west, 
so did the population. This shift is easily seen in a comparison of the state's 
cotton and population statistics. Between 1900 and 1940, the Blackland 
Prairie produced 40 per cent of the state's cotton. By 1959, the production of 
this area had dropped to 10 per cent, and the South Plains produced 40 
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Caldwell 
Karnes 
Lubbock 
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TABLE 2.---Comparative Populations by County,168 

Net Change 
1930 1940 1950 1930-1950 

11,584 10,135 8,837 - 2,747 
23,316 19,248 17,139 - 6,177 
39,104 51,782 101,048 +61,944 

~~r cent of the state's cotton with eight of the state's ten most productive coun
ies being in the Lubbock area.169 Table 2 demonstrates vividly the popu
ation changes which accompanied the agricultural shift . 
. An indicator which reveals even more directly that most of the new Mexi

can-American residents of Lubbock were the evicted farm workers from the 
Blackland Prairie is the evidence documented in the marriage records 
at St. Joseph's Catholic Church in the Lubbock barrio. These records indicate 
that between 1935 and 1960, more persons married in that church claimed 
to have been born in Karnes and Caldwell counties than in any other two 
counties in Texas. The little town of Martindale in Caldwell County con
tributed more Mexican Americans to Lubbock than any other single town of 
its size in Texas.170 This may be easy to understand considering the fact 
that migrants tended to bring their friends. One of these men, Santos· U rive, 
who had heard about Lubbock while living in Martindale, made it a 
yearly practice to take as many as eighteen friends in a trailer behind his car 

/ <?n his trips to Lubbock before he finally settled there. Other people moving 
into Lubbock from Karnes County brought names like Cabrera, Botello, and 
Longoria. Of particular interest was Daniel Coy, who was a grandson of 

. Alfonso Coy of Karnes County and thereby a direct descendant of Nicolas 
\ de los Santos Coy, the mounted Spanish soldier who settled San Antonio 
de Bexar in 1715.171 For the time being, however, these disinherited sons 
of Spain, of the Republic of Mexico, and of the Republic of Texas were to 
undergo the alienation of a migratory shuttle across the land. 
~was in the early years of the Big Swing that the entire South Plains ofTexas 
~(:quired a very unsavory reputation for discrimination and injustice, the after
effects of which have lingered for decades. Much of it was probably the result of 
exaggerated stories. Many of the incidents reported could simply be attributed 
to the n,€ltural reaction of a man who perceives his well-ordered environment 
invaded by aliens. There are also many cases in which South Plains towns al
lowed maltreatment of fellow Americans. A Levelland cafe owner received 

\ 
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nationwide attention in 1943 when he broke a soft drink bottle over the head of 
an eighteeri~year-old Mexican American who made the mistake of entering 
the cafe and requesting a pack of cigarettes. A Ropesville farmer lost part of 
his crop in 1944 when that town refused to serve the cotton pickers he had con
tracted to pick his cotton, thereby driving them away. The Farm Labor Office of 
Texas discovered that Mexican-American cotton pickers would not pick the 
cotton around Big Spring one year because of a constable who had ordered 
them not to take rest stops in that town. Texas Agricultural Extension Service 
agents tr~?e~ a 1944 epidemic of dysentery that spread throughout Lamesa to 
a labor camp of migrants who had contracted the disease after being denied use 
of any of the toilet facilities in town.172 In each case, it appears that both the 
migrants and the local inhabitants suffered as a result of the situation. 

~ Except for a few cases, such discrimination defies a single moral judgment 
against either party. One situation which might be considered in a moral sense 
is the experience of the descendants of the Karnes County residents who re
ceived aid from Andreas Coy in 1856. Church records reveal that the same names 
which were recorded in Panna Maria Church in Karnes County at that time
Coy, Longoria, DeLuna, Ranjel, and Polish names like Dworaczyk, and Moczy
gemba-are all recorded in the Lubbock County churches after the de
pression.173 It seems that while the Poles were able to acquire ownership in farms 
when they moved into this county, the Mexican Americans were not. 

-... Lubbock, which led the area in cotton production and population increase, 
w;med to lead also in incidence of discriminatory practices. In the early years 
.J.f the Big Swing, Lubbock seemed to make an initial effort to repel the migrant 
invasion into town. The city directory services refrained from including any 
Mexican-American stores or churches. Signs at stores which barred entrance 
to Mexican Americans began to show more than simple exclusion. Often they 
revealed a l:?!t of outright hatred as evinced by one sign at a North College Street 
~-~r?er shop_ which read "No Dogs Allowed, No Mexicans Allowed."174 The 
city d:iscouraged any migrant vehicles from entering for service in town. Al
though Lubbock attracted them to perform labor, it offered the migrants no 
facilities or campgrounds. A report of the Texas State Employment Service 
tells of one case in 1935 when migrant trucks arrived early in response to "ex
aggerated" reports by farmers claiming labor shortages. While the migrants 
were camped along the roadsides waiting for the cotton bolls to open, a "cold 

, rain" set in for about a week during which sickness broke out among the chil
dren. The report stated that "it was never known how many children died from 
exposure."175 Three years later, when the report was made public, the United 
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States Department of Agriculture requested a grant of land from Lubbock City 
Council for a labor camp installation. The request was granted although the 
stipulation was made that the camp would be used temporarily (two days) by 
migrants for the purpose of distribution.176 In effect, the camp was not created 
for the sake of the migrants, but for the co.~v~I}!~IIce of the local farme~;s. 

As evidenced by the above cases, there are strong indications that Lubbock 
felt very little responsibility for the welfare of the migrant Mexican Americans 
-sJuring the 1930's, and indeed, probably thought of them as alien invaders. What 
few people understood at the time was that the migrants were aliens not as a re
sult of their coming from another part of Texas-that only made them strangers. 
In actuality, their alien culture was more the effect of the life style which society 
forced them to adopt. The malnutrition, the inconvenient facilities, the social 
insecurity-these were the real causal factors which alienated the migrants and 
gave them a distinctive culture.177 Theirs was a culture of social rejection, and 
the peculiar characteristics of their culture could not realistically be attributed 
to their "Mexican" heritage any more than could the same characteristics of the 
Okies in John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrath be attributed to their Anglo
American heritage. 

These migrants were seen by Lubbock as labor, not as people. They were 
anonymous. As the Lubbock newspaper editor said of them, "sometimes they are 
not needed in the huge numbers that flock to our area, but it is still a fact ... that 
harvesting would become a serious problem without them."178 One Mexican
American crew contractor made a desperate plea for recognition as a person in 
the following letter to the governor: 

Dear Mr. Governor: 
At the present time I am here at Wilson, Texas with 80 hands pulling cotton. The first 

day we went to Lubbock, Texas some of my hands were told that they did not sell or 
served Mexicans at certain places .. . . 

I can't say that everybody is the same, because where I come from they let us go any
-where we wish. I am from Huntsville, Texas. 

The hands that I have a;~[;~~ ~!)'~n, Texas, and they like Mexicans .... Let me ask 
you this what would the farmers of West Texas do if the Mexicans would not come to 
West Texas and pick their cotton? 

Now Mr. Coke, I tell you, do we have the rights of any Americans or are we just like 
nothing? 

Esteban Velascot79 

Esteban Velasco's name was not known or remembered by history, because for 
the time being, as any other Mexican American in Lubbock County at that time, 
he was anonymous and indeed, very close to being "just like nothing." 

Unperceived either by Lubbock residents or by the migrant Mexican Ameri
cans shuttling to that city every season, a new barrio was being conceived in 
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177. Robert Coles, The Migrant Farmer (Atlanta, Georgia: Southern Regional Council, 1965), 22. 
178. Lubbock Evening }ourna~ 31 July 1939, p. 4. 
179. Kibbe, Latin Americans, 178. 
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~b~~c.k_in the late 1930's. The birth of the new barrio was not a visible begin
ning as in the case of the original barrio that the New Mexican migrants had 
settled in 1912. It was not seen because it grew into the old barrio, and as far as 
Lubbock was concerned, all of the barrio residents were the same people. But 
the people of the 11ew barrio were different in that they were from the Blackland 
:r!'airie and South Texas. It was in effect, as if a new barrio was superimposed 
over the old. 

After shuttling back and forth during the depression, the Mexican-American 
migrants realized that Lubbock would support them permanently, so they 
settled. When they settled, they seem to have precipitated into the barrio almost 
all at once. In the one-year period between the 1940 and the 1941 cotton seasons, 
there were more land tracts bought in the barrio than were bought in any other 
one-year period prior to that time. After this land sales boom, the city fathers 
realized that the Mexican Americans were beginning to expand to the south 
across the tracks and out of the barrio, so they zoned two new additions of land 

~for houses within the barrio in 1941. These two were the Wayside and Rio Vista 
additions, located between the old barrio and Yellow House Canyon. Way
side and Rio Vista filled in at a phenomenal rate. In the two years of 1943 and 
1944, there were more land tracts bought in the barrio than the total of all 
tracts bought in the barrio since 1916 (see Fig. 1). In 1944, the barrio expanded 

' into the relatively vacant land to the west of Avenue Q. A few Mexican Ameri
cans already were living there on the north side of the tracks in the neighbor
hood traditionally called "El Hueso." But in 1944, seven new tracts were bought 
on the south side of the tracks. The next year, eleven tracts were bought there, 
and in 1948, thirteen more were bought. By 1950, the barrio stretched from 
Avenue H to Avenue U on the east and west sides respectively, and from Yellow 

;House Canyon on the north to 3rd Street and the railroad tracks on the south 
(roughly double its original size). For the next two decades, however, the growth 
of the barrio was confined to those boundaries, and it became increasingly dense 
in population.180 

The erstwhile migrant Mexican Americans very quickly began to develop 
their roots in Lubbock. The records of St. Joseph's Church reveal that more and 
more persons getting married after the mid-1950's claimed Lubbock as their 
birthplace (see Fig. 2). This would indicate (assuming a marriage age of approxi
mately eighteen years) that their parents had settled in this parish around 
1940.181 Another fact worth noting is that the new barrio residents purchased the 
land under different arrangements from those under which the old New Mexi
can residents had purchased. The original residents requested an arrangement 

I that would allow them to obtain their titles as quickly and as securely as pos
sible. As a local land agent said, they were concerned primarily with "mi 
casa."182 The newer residents showed not so much concern for the title as for 

180. Records, Guarantee Abstract Company, Lubbock. 
181. Records, St. Joseph's, Lubbock. 
182. J, Collier Adams to Andres A. Tijerina, recorded interview, Lubbock, Texas, 18 May 1973, in 

Texas Tech University Southwest Collection, Lubbock. 
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FIG. 2.-Number of Mexican Americans married in Saint Joseph's Catholic Church, Lub

bock, Texas, by place of birth. (Matrimonial Records, Saint Joseph's Catholic Church, Lub
bock, Texas.) The number of marriages involving persons born in Mexico (not plotted) was 
smaller than that for New Mexico except in 1960, when the number of marriages of Mexican
born reached a peak of 17. Places of birth in other Texas counties, that are recorded most 
often in Saint Joseph's matrimonial records include Panna Maria, Yorktown, Runge, 
Martindale, Lockhart, Seguin, San Marcos, and Bremond. Distinctive · surnames from the 
Karnes County area include Cabrera, Longoria, Caserez, Botello, DeLuna, Ponce, and Coy. 
Distinctive surnames from other towns in the Blackland Prairie include Samudi, Chagoya, 
Belgara, Ambris, Colunga, Tobias, and Casanova. 

· the lower monthly payments. Whether this was due to a disregard for clear land 
titles or a lack of choice in financial arrangements, it led to many cases in which 
the monthly payments were so low as to be hardly more than the monthly interest 
due. This situation was not to be discovered until three decades later, when a 
tornado caused the old papers to be analyzed by federal agents.183 

To compound Lubbock's normal problems in this rapid growth period, build
ing materials and labor were scarce during World War II. In the period between 
~-~~Q.. !lndJ947, the city's population increased by approximately ~Q,QQO and 
caused shortages in public improvements to streets, public works, public build
ings, and utilities. Despite the restrictions of the war, however, Lubbock ex-

183. Ibid. 
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tended city sewer and water services to the barrio in 1941 and 1945 respectively. 
The c~ty: hired a tv1exican American, Julio Herrera, as a policeman for "Mexi
~11 Town" in 1940, and installed a telephone in the barrio for Herrera's use. 
In 1943 and in 1947, the city council ordered additions to Guadalupe School,l84 

Considering these improvements, World War II does not seem to have been 
greatly significant to the Mexican Americans of Lubbock, but remote from the 
observation of those Mexican Americans, the war was causing the two factors 
that would, within a decade, r~_dic~lly alter their lives. These t~p fa<;:to_rs _w~~e 
t~~ i_l!lportation of Mexican contract laborers into the United States, and the 
drafting of Mexican-American men into the United States armed forces. 

The drafting of young men into the service simultaneously with the increased 
production demand of World War II caused labor shortages which hit hard in 
'the agricultural labor market of the Southwest. Lubbock County farmers, for 
example, had "less ~han half the workers needed" throughout the early years of 
the war.185 Early in the war, farm lobbies in Congress obtained the establish
ment of a contract labor agreement which allowed the iJ!P_~rtation of laborers 
from Mexico. In 1942, United States Secretary of Agriculture Claude Wickard 
signed the agreement with the Mexican minister to allow Mexican laborers 
called })ra(!eros into the United States to perform contract labor on American 
farms. Renewed in 1944, the agreement specifically forbade braceros working 
where (1) there was no written contract providing for paid transportation of the 
braceros, (2) the braceros were subject to discrimination, (3) their use would "dis
place other workers" or reduce rates of pay, or (4) the braceros were not paid 
wages which were "the same as those paid for similar work to other agricultural 
laborers under the same conditions in the same area."186 By this agreement, 4,203 
braceros entered the United States in 1942, but the number increased to 52,098 
in 1943, and reached a peak for the 1940's of 120,000 in 1945.187 For the next 
twenty years, braceros performed labor in the United States although Texa{ 
farmers were denied their use several times during the 1940's because of re- ) 
ported violations of the agreement provisions. In fact, during those years, all or • 
at least some counties in Texas were on the blacklist forbidding their use of 
bracero labor almost as much of the time as they were off the list. The ~pl.J!_ry 
causes were ~~ge - violations or "cases of extreme, intolerable racial discrimi-
nation."188 -

Texas government officials tried to alleviate the discord with Mexico but 
were largely unsuccessful. In 1943, Governor Stevenson established the Texas 

184. Lubbock City Manager, A Long-Range Program of Public Improvements for the City of Lubbock, 
Texas (Lubbock: Lubbock City Manager's Office, 1947), 9; Minutes, Lubbock City Council, 12 June 1941; 
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186. Richard B. Craig, The Bracero Program: Interest Groups and Foreign Policy (Austin: University of 
Texas Press, 1971), 43; U.S., Department of State, Temporary Migration of Mexican Agricultural Workers 
Agreement Between the United States of America and Mexico Revising the Agreement of August 4, 1942; 
Executive Agreement Series 351 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1944), 7. 
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Good Neighbor Commission to study and recommend ways to improve re
lations with Mexico, but after a few years of ineffective efforts and recommenda
tions, the commission became little more than ceremonial exchanges between 
dignitaries of Texas and Mexico. Another of the problems causing poor relations 
with Mexico was that of illegal entrants from Mexico, or wetbacks as they were 
commonly known. In 1944, even when the bracero program was in effect, over 
25,000 wetbacks entered the United States, most of them coming into Texas for 
agricu~k. By 1947, over 100,000 of them were working American crops, 
about half of these being in Texas. The Lubbock area was one of the major 
migration routes for these wetbacks, who traveled in autos, in trucks, and on 
foot on their way through Lubbock to the northwestern United States.189 The 
overall effects of this great supply of labor were to d~crease the demand for 
Mexican-American labor and to reduce wage rates. During the war years, how
ever, braceros were considered necessary to replace the young men who had 
gone into the armed forces. 

\ Although the young Mexican-American troops who were drafted into the 
service in World War II probably did not expect it, tJ:!t::ir service alterec:l their 
lives and those of their relatives quite radically. Mexican Americans gained much 
pride while in the war. Many of the troops in the Texas 36th Division, which had 
the highest casualty rate among United States divisions, were Mexican Ameri
cans, and eleven Mexican Americans received the Congressional Medal of 
Honor, more such medals than any other ethnic minority could claim.190 All of 
these achievements gave the returning. Mexican Americans a feeling of belong-

! ing to America, or vice versa. After America emerged victorious from the war, 
the Mexican Americans felt as Raul Morin wrote, "We did it! The Allies won 
the war and the Americans played a prominent part in it. Americans! ... that 
meant us!"191 

\. They were Americans, they felt, but upon returning to the United States, 
they realized that they had to convince people on this side of the ocean as well. 
Young Lieutenant Jorge Moreno, an Air Corps instructor pilot, realized that 
Big Spring restaurant owners still considered him unworthy of service. Ser
;geant Marcario Garcia, holder of the Medal of Honor, was also denied seryice 
in Brownsville. And even after dying for this country, Felix Longoria was not 
American enough to be buried in his hometown of Three Rivers, Texas. To 
placate insulted Mexican Americans in Texas, Senator Lyndon B. Johnson 
arranged for Longoria's body to be buried in Arlington National Cemetery, but 
the damage was done, and Mexican-American veterans determined to force 
their acceptance as American citizens.l92 

189. Nellie Ward Kingrea, History of the First Ten Years of the Texas Good Neighbor Commission, and 
Discussion of Its Major Problems (Fort Worth: Texas Christian University Press, 1954), 34; Meier and 
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States (Durham, North Carolina: Duke University Press, 1954), 121. 
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Publishing Co., 1963), 277. 
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As a direct result of their service in the armed forces and of such stubborn dis
crimination as the incidents described above, Mexican-American veterans 
o~~nize~ t?.~llls_elve~ into local and nationwide clubs and programs. One of 
these organizations, the Am-=:rican GI Forum, a veteran's family organization 
for the social advancement of Mexican Americans, was organized in Corpus 
Christi as a direct result of the much publicized Longoria case.193 It soon became 
a nationwide organization. The League of United Latin American Citizens 
(LUI..AC), which had been organized to "eradicate discrimination" and make its 
members "perfect" American citizens194, grew after World War II into a strong 
nationwide organization. Whether or not they joined organizations, many Mexi
can A!llerican veterans seemed to take on a feeling of civic responsibility in 
regard to their barrio friends and relatives. Many of them used their mu~!~r_ing 
o~t_ pay to establish small businesses with the object of offering other Mexican 
Americans the seryi<::e they deserved.195 

An added advantage gained by the Mexican-American veterans was in reap
ing the benefits of the GI Bill. Mexican-American veterans throughout the 
United States entered new service fields such as television and radio repair, 
auto mechanics, painting, and printing. Some attended college after the war. 
fn Lubbock after VJ Day, the city and federal governments launched a joint 
program to provide training to veterans. For years, Lubbock's Mexican-Ameri
can veterans utilized this training facility extensively.196 

Perhaps the most significant effect of service in the armed forces for Mexican 
Americans, was the opportunity to realize that they could pass qualifying tests 
that Anglo Americans so~etimes failed. This was a big step to them. Just as 
significant was the effect that other Mexican Americans felt when they observed 
one of their own passing such a test, or wearing officer's rank, to which they 
would exclaim to themselves, " iEs Mexicanol [He's Mexicanl]"197 As these 
veterans returned from the service or from their GI training programs to their 
hometowns, th~y realized, in many cases, that conditions in the barrio had im
proved little since the beginning of the war. One such case was the poverty
ridden, overcrowded barrio of Lubbock of the 1950's. 
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THE MIGRANTS BECOME RESIDENTS 

The ~npuaJ migr.ation of Mexican Americans into Lubbock County began to 
diminish in the 1940's as more and more of the cotton pickers became permanent 
res@_~p.ts Qf the county. Their livelihood still depended on work in the cotton 
fields, however, and they found it difficult to rid themselves of the ill effects of 
their erstwhile migratory condition-the sociol<?gical disadvantages, the cultural 
aspects of migratory life, and the image of being transients. City and county 
agencies made genuine attempts to extricate these people from their unfortunate 
condition in the 1950's, but reality seemed to dictate that only the Mexican 
Americans themselves could provide a lasting solution to their problem. 
/ The most detrimental factors in any attempt at self-amelioration for these 
people were their social disorganization and their anonymity; moreover, the 
prevalent sociological conditions at that time almost defied the formation of 
fixed relationships among the newly settling barrio residents. As a small core 
of31~3Mexican Americans who were permanently settled in the Lubbock barrio 
in 1950, attempted to establish social and cultural roots in Lubbock, another 
estimated ?900 of them were still in the shuttle phase of migration into the 
barrio. To make matters more difficult for both of these groups, the 13ig SwiJ1g 
continued to attract over 40,000 Mexican-American transient works to the Lub
bock County area every year.198 So, for the time being, all Mexican Americans 
in the county continued to suffer directly or indirectly from the Big Swing and 
from the working conditions of cotton labor. 

One of the most obvious occupational hazards associated with work in the 
cotton fields was that of transportation to and from the farms. Inasmuch as Mexi
can-American contractors transported entire crews at a time, it was common to 
read of several injuries in a single road accident. One truck carrying twenty
nine Latin Americans to Plainview was hit from behind, and twelve of the riders 
were injured. Another accident in 1954 involved one of three trucks carrying 
eighty-five Latin Americans in each truck. The truck, driven by a seventeen
year-old high school student, overturned, crushing several of the laborers to 
death and injuring sixty others.199 Such accidents were common as migrants 
worked their way across Texas. 
'/ While on the migration circuit in Lubbock County, Mexican Americans lived 
in la_~gE:llabor camps located throughout the county, usually near the outskirts 
of towns or near cotton gins. There was a camp on almost every major highway 
into Lubbock, but as the camps were often just outside of the city limits, they 
were deprived of city facilities and utilities. The Lubbock Planning Council 
studied these camps in 1959 and reported that they were so unsanitary as to 
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~"endanger the public health."200 Indeed, the ~estof them had open canal systems 
~or drinking water and sewage systems that were "crude" at best.201 · 

:;) One of the largest of these camps was located on North Avenue H in Lubbock, 
/adjacent to the barrio. This camp had been used since 1948 when the city council 
accepted the proposal of a committee of citizens led by Preston Smith to con~ 
struct a building of corrugated iron on that site to serve as a recruiting center. 
Migrants were free to use the building, which had twenty-seven rooms and two 
bathrooms, but it was understood that their stay was limited to three days while 
they awaited employment. In peak periods of activity, the Farm Labor Office 
distributed as many as fifty crews per day from this center to local farmers as 
well as to outside labor recruiters. Under the provisions of the 1929 Emigrant 
Agent Act of Texas, out-of-state recruiters had to pay a graduated tax to the 
'county of operation. Because Lubbock's distribution center served as a major 
recruitment point for sugar beet companies from the northern states, Lubbock 
County, in effect, could use this center to realize revenue from the labor sit
uation.202 

The housing conditions of permanent residents of the Lubbock barrio were 
hardly any better than those of the migrant labor camps. Of the 609 houses in 
the barrio in 1950, 25 per cent had 7 or more persons per house, and 50 per cent 
had an average of 1.51 persons per room. In comparison, residents in other 
neighborhoods of Lubbock averaged 2 persons per house at that time.203 As' 
the 1950's progressed, the living conditions of Lubbock's Mexican Americans 
continued to be at least as bad if not worse. In 1959, the median family income in 
the barrio was $3263, and by this time, 71 per cent of the barrio population lived 
with more than 1 person per room in houses over 60 per cent of which was con
,sidered to be "dilapidated."204 One indication of Lubbock's plans for the future 
of the barrio can be gained in a 1950 report by the Lubbock Planning Depart
ment. This report includes a map that illustrates the population dispersal in 
Lubbock, using dots to represent a given number of inhabitants per block. The 
1950 map shows an even distribution of dots throughout the rest of Lubbock, 
with a great concentration of dots in the barrio section. On another map illustrat
ing the projected population dispersal for 1980, the rest of Lubbock shows the · 
same even distribution of dots over a much wider area indicating normal ex- · 
pansion. The barrio shows an almost com~ly solid black fusion of dots but 
no expansion.2os It appears that no matter\~~vercrowded the barrio became 
by 1980, it was not projected to expand, but simply to continue concentrating 
within the same old boundaries indefinitely: 
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By the 1950's conditions in the Slaton barrio had grown similar to those in 
Lubbock. Slaton's barrio did not experience a land sales boom until 1949, a 
decade after Lubbock's, but Slaton's was able to expand more proportionally.206 
By 1952, Slaton had a "large number" of "Latin American souls," all living in 
the barrio on the southeast edge oftown.207 In that year, Slaton's Mexican-Ameri
can Catholics requested and obtained their own church. They were given an 
old church building, which they personally moved into their barrio, converted, 
and christened Our Lady of Guadalupe.208 For many years, it stood as the only 
brick building in the barrio. As for its sociological conditions, Slaton's barrio 
fared so poorly that the local District Attorney's office referred to it as "Little 
Chicago" due to the high crime rate in that section, a part of Slaton which the 

;Mexican Americans shared with the Negro inhabitants of the town.209 

~IJ,til the mid-1950's, Mexican Americans who left the barrio were greatly 
restricted in their choice of activities. Because of the fact that Lubbock business
men did not want Mexican-American migrants in their stores, they tended to 
exclude all Mexican-American patronage. On weekends, when hordes of cotton 
_pickers came into town for supplies and entertainment, they had to be careful 
about selecting a place to shop. By the 1950's, Avenue H downtown had become 
the traditional dividing line between the east side of downtown, which was the 
only place that Mexican Americans were served, and the west side, where a 
sort of unwritten law discouraged their entry.210 Since the merchants on the east 
side of the dividing line had a veritable monopoly on this great volume of trade, 
they reaped tremendous profits. It is a curious fact that many of the merchants 
who took advantage of this trade were not local merchants, but Arabs, Jews, and 
Mexican Americans from out of town.211 

There were some limited services and businesses that served Mexican Ameri
cans in downtown Lubbock, but the nature of the limitation was such as to be 
almost as damaging as total exclusion. Managers of the few theaters which al
lowed Mexican Americans to enter, asked that they sit upstairs only. One of 
these theater owners would ask these same Mexican Americans twenty years 

1later to vote for him as their governor.212 And although the city recognized the 
urgent need for restrooms available to Mexican Americans downtown, it pro
vided only one restroom for their use, which was in the basement of the court
house. Lubbock somehow escaped ever having an epidemic despite the "use 
of alleys for this purpose" by the migrants.21a 

As mentioned above, Lubbock did attempt to alleviate some of the problems 
caused by the annual flood of migrants into town. In 1947, the city appro
priated money to purchase a large fireproof tent for movies for the entertain-
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ment of labor camp residents during the cotton season.214 Even more magnani
mous on the city's part was the opening of the Mackenzie Park swimming pool 
to Mexican-American youths in 1955. The pool had been closed to Latin Ameri
cans due to the large numbers of them that came on hot summer days and who 
had been "definitely hurting" attendance at the pool.215 The city continued their 
admissions policy despite reportedly dwindling attendance by other users. 

Lubbock's voluntary attempts to provide for the welfare and health care of 
migrants and indigents are worth noting, though those attempts on the whole 
were far from adequate to meet the great need of the migrant population. For 
years, church groups and volunteer groups had offered temporary reception 
centers like the Good Neighbor House or the Welcome Center for arriving 
migrants, providing them with overnight quarters, religious movies, immuni
zation, and a variety of informal activities.216 In 1954, Mayor Murrell Trip 
appointed a Citizens' Committee to study and report on the social and welfare 
problems of the city. The committee conducted the investigation and rec
ommended that the city and county governments assume the responsibility for 
the medical care of indigents, that parks be provided for all parts of the city, and 
that agencies be established to execute the recommended programs. Four years 
later, one of the Citizens' Committee recommendations was realized when the 
City-County Out-Patient Clinic was established on Avenue Q to provide medi
cal treatment for duly certified indigents who had been residents of Texas for 
one year and residents of Lubbock County for six months. Unfortunately, the 
Mexican-American migrants in Lubbock County who needed this aid were in 
the county for only five months of each year. Indeed, a report by Lubbock 
hospital administrators in 1958 estimated that 33.5 per cent of all of their patients 
that year were not Lubbock residents-.217 It probably would be safe to assume 
that many of those nonresident patients were Mexican-American migrants. 
If this were a valid assumption, then there is no telling how many more migrants 
needed medical aid, but could not afford to pay for professional care. 

The only figures available that offer any degree of accurate documentation 
about the health status of the Mexican American migrants in this county are 
the statistics on infant mortality. A health survey conducted in 1957 and 1958 
for the Community Chest reported that there were 69 infant deaths per 1000 v 

Spanish-Americans in 1958 compared to the Anglo-American figure of20.7 and 
the Negro figure of 45.7.218 The 1957 death totals for the entire county for Mexi-
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can Americans aged ten and under are higher than are the death totals for 
any other group except ages over eighty. Most of these infant deaths were caused 
by pneumonia and non-auto accidents. The death records of Saint Joseph's 
Catholic Church in Lubbock and Guadalupe Catholic Church in the Slaton 
barrio reveal statistics which are similarly shocking. The total number of deaths 
per year of Spanish-surnamed children under six years of age recorded in these 
two parishes increases steadily from the depression years to a total of over fifty 
in 1948 and remains over fifty until1958. The number reached a peak of seventy
six in 1952, and did not decline substantially until1964 when thirty-four infant 
deaths were recorded.219 In these stark figures is written the sadness and 
d~spair of otherwise invisible, anonymous Mexican Americans. 

The same deplorable failure rates prevailed in the educational statistics 
among Mexican Americans in Lubbock County. Lubbock's first Mexican-Ameri-

lcan high school graduates began to appear very infrequently in the early 1940's. 
By the late 1940's, a series of acts by government officials provided a basis for 
rectifying the educational problems of Mexican Americans. In 1948, a federal 
district court ruled that segregation of Mexican Americans in Texas schools 
was in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment and issued a restraining order 
against school segregation in Caldwell and Travis counties. In the same year, 

,Texas Governor Beauford Jester proclaimed a resolution recommending that 
Spanish be a compulsory language course in Texas elementary schools.220 And 
in 1949, the Federal Fair Labor Standards Act was amended to make illegal the 
use of child labor under sixteen years of age during school hours under heavy 
penalty for wilful violation by the employer. 
~hus, in 1951, school enrollment increased as much as 125 per cent over the 
J?r'evious year in Lubbock County schools. The Texas A&M Extension Service 
reported much opposition by Lubbock County farmers "who maintained that 
most of the older children would not attend school anyway." Indeed, the farmers 
maintained that "many of these children could not speak English, and few of 
the teachers understood Spanish." Before the season was over that year, Lub
bock County farmers succeeded in closing half of the schools "until the harvest 
was over, thereby permitting the children ofmigrants to work legally."221 This 
type of discouragement was reflected in Lubbock's school enrollment figures 
for that year; there were over 2000 children of ages five and six who were not 
enrolled in schools, over 500 of junior high school age not enrolled, about 800 
of high school age, and over 6000 between the ages of twenty and twenty-four 
(college ages) not enrolled in school.222 All of these figures were directly related 
to cotton harvest and ipso facto involved Mexican American children. 

Despite the several factors discouraging Mexican Americans' school at
tendance, it is to Lubbock's credit that its schools integrated in 1955 with little 
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.qr_!l9 opposition as soon as the Supreme Court decision could be effected. The 
only residual problems that Mexican-American students had in education 
throughout the remainder of the 1950's were the matter of attending schools 
in which they were often taunted by students about poor English pronunciation 
<;>r by teachers for speaking Spanish, and the fact that there were no Mexican
American employees in the entire~ school system except for janitors 
and food service personnel as late ~~was not until that school year that 
'the d!9pout rate in grades seven to twelve decreased to below 6 per cent.223 Bad 
as the situation seemed for them at the time, Mexican Americans were finally on 
the road to an American education and its related benefits. 

One of the basic problems of the Mexican Americans in the 1950's that directly 
or indirectly underlay their other problems was that of Mexican contract la
borers. As demonstrated above, the bracero and wetback laborers competed with 
Mexican Americans for employment and tended to drive wages downward. 
From 1949 to 1952, the Korean War increased the demand for farm labor. The 
labor shortage in Lubbock County was particularly bad in 1949, in part because 
Lubbock farmers offered one dollar less per hundredweight than Central Texas 
farmers, and migrant laborers were hesitant to move on to Lubbock. The pro
spects of a cotton loss were so frightening to Lubbock farmers that they recruited 
the help of students, troops from the local Air Force base, housewives, and even 
some impressed labor.224 The impressed labor included P-risoners who had 
been sent to Lubbock by Judge Joe Hill, a Dallas city judge who sympathized 
with Lubbock farmers. Declaring all of the prisoners in the city jail guilty, 
Judge Hill said, "All right, I'll fine each of you $100, but I'll suspend the sentence 
if you'll go to West Texas and pick cotton."225 

Agricultural labor shortages of this type became so acute that the national 
farm lobbies secured in 1951 the passage of a new agricultural act, Public Law 78, 
which reopened the border to bracero labor as the 1942 act had done. Under 
this new law, 2.5 million Mexican braceros legally entered the United States be
tween 1951 and 1959 to perform agricultural labor. With these legal workers, 
however, came thousands of wetbacks who were also attracted by the labor 
demand, and who were preferred labor because they had no wage protection. 
It had been common practice for border agents throughout the Southwest to 
relax their restrictions during boom years allowing laborers to cross, and this 
evidently occurred in 1949. That year, the President's Commission of Migratory 
Labor estimated that there were 40,000 wetbacks in the United States.226 As a 
former Texas congressman said, the Border Patrol was playing "King's X" 
again.227 
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For a few_xear.s after the influx of wetbacks into the area, L~bbockCounty 
farmers had no great need for braceros, of whom they employed only 1200 in 
1951. The farmers did not like paying the fees, or having to provide bedding 
and supplies, so they employed wetbacks and Mexican-American migrants:228 

But in 1954, President Eisenhower upset the farmers' labor-hiring practices by 
ordering that the Immigration Service seize and deport all wetbacks in the 
United States. The service deported one million wetbacks that year, and J.u~
bock Border Patrol agents responded to the order by apprehending more we~
b'iwks than any other Border Patrol office in the United States, a distinction 
that they J!l:l!~!!tliined until 1964.229 The local agents employed the method of 
operating on days when there was "snow on the ground," for on such days, whole 
groups of wetbacks were easy game as they gathered around the open fires in 
labor camps.230 

By 1_~56, the flow of wetbacks was almost halted with only 73,000 wetback 
' deportations that year in the United States. As wetback labor diminished, 
Texas farmers depended to an increasing degree on bracero labor, and by 1958, 
there were about 200,000 braceros in Texas alone.231 As the number of braceros 
increased on Texas farms, conditions in agricultural labor deteriorated inasmuch 
as braceros worked for lower wages than did other workers. Bracero 
~aborers became mor~ _?e~irable to farmers also because the braceros did not 
demand as much as did Mexican Americans. The imported laborers were docile, 
they did not ask f()r salary raises, they came without families, and required a 
minimum of housing and supplies. Since they came into the United States to 

· maximize profits, they were willing to work longer, eat less, and have fewer days 
off. Although the farmers were pleased with such ideal labor, the local Mexi-

Vcan Americans resented the unequal competition. Occasionally, Border Patrol 
agents Qbs_eryed fistfights between locals and braceros, and to an increasing 
degree braceros had to stay in their own camps apart from Mexican-American 
camps.232 

During the 1954 cotton season in Lubbock, the conditions under which 
braceros were living were exposed by a local Latin American who filed a com
plaint for them. Forty of the braceros were living in a three-room house where 
they slept on the floors at night. They were given breakfast of one slice of bread 
and one cup of coffee. Their lunch and supper consisted of one slice of bread 
and a plate ofbeans.233 These conditions were common, but when interrogated 
by a representative of the Mexican Consulate in Lubbock, braceros often denied 
any requests for anything except maximum work and profits.234 

It was difficult for a Mexican American with a family to compete with such 
standards. This particular case did not lead to any serious repercussions or a 
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blacklist, but the Latin Americans gradually became aware of the fact that every 
time a charge was filed against bracero abuse, ~1}-bbock farmers became greatly 
gefeJ..lSive. It was shortly after this and other similar incidents that Mexican 
Americans began to realize that the blacklist was the one vulnerability of the 
farmers and, indeed, of anybody who depended on these farmers. The black
list of Lubbock County offered the Mexican Americans a stranglehold on the 
factor that had traditionally been the prime factor of Lubbock's economy-labor. 
It was, in effect, the Mexican Americans' trump. In order to use it effectively, 
however, they would have to be organized because no single Latin American 
could follow through on a charge. Organization, in turn, required social and 
economic stability. And, despite the dilapidated condition of their houses, 
despite the social alienation, despite any of its other shortcomings, per
manent residence in the barrio offered Lubbock's Mexican Americans the basic 
prerequisite for social organization-stability. Upon that foundation they based 
their social ascent. 

The amelioration of Lubbock's Mexican Americans began only after the 
migrants of the Big Swing began to settle. Although most of the Mexican 
Americans who followed the Big Swing into Lubbock were from the Blackland 
Prairie, the business and political leaders and organizers in their fold were 
generally the ones who came from the border lands, pa_I!!c!!larly-theJQw~:r Rio 
Grande Valley. That area has continued to provide the stimulus and energy 
for soci~l amelioration among Mexican Americans in the Lubbock area; upon 
analysis of the social conditions in South Texas, this phenomenon is quite under
standable. ':f_he Yil!ley, as it is called, is an area of Texas not separated from Mex
ico by the Rio Grande. It is, on the contrary, one valley extending and joining 
both lands by the life-giving function of the river; moreover, the society and 
culture of both sides are identified with the physical entity of the Valley. The 
inhabitants of both sides of the Valley are and have always been one people, one 
culture. Because people have crossed and recrossed the river several times each 
day for centuries, that area has become the focal point of cultural and ideological 
exchange from Mexico to Texas and vice versa.235 This exchange of cultures 
and ideas is evident in the social and political activity that existed there even 
while Lubbock's barrio was being born on the frontier. 

The most significant period of this activity prevailed just before the Big Swing, 
because it was that type which was ultimately transplanted to Lubbock. As 
early as the 1920's, Mexican Americans controlled "the balance of power politi
cally'' in Nueces County and other parts of South Texas.236 The degree of 
economic and social attainment of the Mexican Americans in the Blackland 
Prairie counties was demonstrated in the preceding chapter. The economic 
situation of the Mexican Americans in Nueces County was even more advanced. 
Mexican-American clerks were commonplace in that county, and insurance men, 
professionals, and businessmen were becoming numerous in the 1930's. They 
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, owned the grocery stores, the bakeries, the meat markets, and some members 
of the Chamber of Commerce of Corpus Christi were Mexican American. _<=;on
trary to their alleged disregard for education, Mexican Americans throughout 
South Texas encouraged their children to go to school, and in areas where their 
children were not allowed to attend Anglo-American schools, Mexican-Ameri
can parents imported their own teachers from Mexico. Another aspect of the 
peculiar cultur-~li education of Mexican Americans in South Texas was their 
e_111phasis on political awareness. It was these people who originated the GI 
Forum and LULAC. They introduced their children to this type of organization 
through local clubs for men, for women, and for high school students.237 It was 

, these people who also followed the Big Swing into Lubbock County. 
As the Mexican-American businessmen of South and Southeast Texas saw 

their customers migrate every year to the cotton fields of the South Plains, they 
began to realize that they themselves could move their businesses along with 
the migrants for the season. Whole businesses from Valley towns shuttled back 
and forth for years, and eventually they too, settled in the new towns of the 

· Llano Estacado. The only trade left in many of the old Valley towns was that 
of the braceros, which the merchants realized was an artificial trade while their 
old customers in Lubbock encouraged businessmen to stay on the South Plains, 
saying, "We live here now."238 Jorge Moreno from La Feria, Texas, moved his 
three stores to Lubbock as did several fellow merchants. By 1949, there were 
several Mexican-American-owned grocery stores, dry-goods stores, a drug store, 
restaurants, and even a garage. In 1959, Manuel_Cam:o opened his barber shop 
in town, and the next year Agustin Medina f~om Missio~exas, gave Lubbock's 
Mexican Americans their own newspaper. ~~~ma_na~as he named it, had 
a small circulation admittedly, but it offered tiffiln-a-·news medium which in
cluded announcements about their births or weddings, presented news about 
Mexican Americans, and gave them a sense of recognition and belonging in 
town.239 In 19(11, Ernesto Barton, a former school teacher from Laredo, sub
mitted his application to establish a Spanish language radio station in Lubbock 
despite such credulous remarks as, "A Mexican radio station in Lubbock, 
Texasl"240 It was important to local Mexican Americans to see people like them
selves in business. More significantly, the Anglo Americans of Lubbock saw 
that Mexican Americans, too, could establish businesses; moreover, these busi
nesses attracted a higher level of Mexican-American professionals. 

Frank S. Gonzalez from El Paso, who held a Doctor of Philosophy degree, 
was one of the first Mexican Americans of his stature to live in Lubbock in this 
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period. For almost two decades, he operated a su£_c_e.ssful real estate agency in 
town before moving to Utah to teach. Also in the 1950's, Gregorio Coronado -
moved from Corpus Christi to Lubbock to establish his law practice. By 1960, ( 
Lubbock had one Mexican-American attorney, three physicians, and thirteen 
clergymen.241 In almost every case, when one of these businessmen or pro
fessionals moved to Lubbock, he introduced new energy into the Mexican
American population. 

Mexican-American social and service clubs were originated in South Texas 
and it was the people of that part of the state who introduced these clubs to 
Lubbock The GI Forum in Lubbock was organized in 1948 by Jose Jimenez and 
Juan Villanuevo of Southeast Texas. When it began to lose members about 
1957, Gregorio Coronado moved to Lubbock and revived it. The League of 
United Latin American Citizens was transplanted to Lubbock in 1951 and 
was supported by South Texas members. Chapters quickly developed in Slaton, 
Levelland, Brownfield, and Plainview.242 

One aspect of the rising stature or self-image of Lubbock's Mexican Americans . 
was their initiation of their own programs in town; They organized their own 
parades every year through the heart of downtown Lubbock in celebration of 
the Mexican Independence Day on September 16.243 One day in 1954, two 
members of the Lubbock LULAC council confidently approached the editor 
of the Avalanche-Journal to request that he change his policy of mentioning 
Mexican Americans only when they had broken the law and labelling them as 
Mexicans. They discovered that he was amenable to their views, and he com
promised by changing his label to Latin Americans. He subsequently became 
a frequent visitor to their LULAC meetings, often taking his own friends to the 
meetings.244 This type of interchange led to more widespread participation by 
Mexican Americans in city functions. When the Community Planning Council of 
Lubbock conducted a study of the migrant labor conditions around Lubbock in 
1959, the council appointed Lionel Galindo and Francisco Gonzales to the 
investigating board. Gonzales was also instrumental three years later in the 
organization of a cultural exchange program named Operation Senorita. He 
subsequently acted as advisor for this program, which annually sponsored 
young Mexican ladies from the National Teacher's College in Mexico on visits 
to Lubbock.245 A higher level of social interchange was introduced in Lubbock 
in the early 1960's when a local Lions Club was organized with Mexican Ameri
can, Anglo American, and Negro members.246 

Besides locally initiated programs, other programs originated elsewhere and 
eventually were applied in the Lubbock area. In the early 1950's, Felix Tijerina, 
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a Houston LULAC member, created a program of language education to pre
pare Spanish-speaking Mexican-American preschoolers for school by teaching 
them 400 English words before they entered school. This program, called the 
Little School of the 400, was so successful that it quickly spread throughout the 
state, and shortly afterward became a state-sponsored program in public schools. 
A federal act created another program in 1962 that was directed at the health 
problems of migrants. This was the Migrant Health Act, under which the Texas 
Migrant Health Project established clinics in cities along migration routes.247 

Another federally funded program, Urban Renewal, was created to offer fi
nancial aid to low-income families. The Lubbock project of Urban Renewal, 
named Project Coronado, bought 180 lots for the relocation of low income 
families, many of whom were Mexican Americans of the barrio. Relocation had 
been offered to Mexican Americans in 1956 under a similar program, but the 
barrio residents, not understanding the program and having little trust in it, 
declined.248 This suspicion is understandable, considering the fact that in 1956 

- they were still very conscious of the fact that the authorities and the laws were 
in some respects still unsympathetic to the Mexican American. This was partic
ularly so with regard to the bracero program, which Lubbock seemed to need 
so badly and which Mexican Americans resented so much. 

Bx tll_e mid-195Q's,farmers in Lubbock County began to prefer bracero labor 
because braceros were willing to forego conveniences and accept the cost of 
conveniences in the form of higher wages. The conveniences provided by 
farmers were so inexpensive that farmers gladly paid the difference in 1954 when 
braceros earned $1.55 per hundredweight of cotton vis a vis $1.50 for Mexican 
Americans.249 As mentioned earlier, Mexican Americans complained bitterly. 
At first, individual Mexican Americans submitted charges or complaints to 
authorities. Then they tried to channel their grievances to the newspaper, to 
the Farm Bureau, or to a United States congressman through the GI Forum or 
similar organizations. Asked how the congressman responded to such appeals, 
GI Forum representatives said, "Serio [He laughed]"250 When other channels 
failed, Mexican Americans looked for other means of power. It was in the late 

'1950's that they finally saw an opportunity for effective action. The Mexican 
Consulate moved to Lubbock from Amarillo, Texas, and Mexican Americans 
knew that the Mexican consul was a more responsive audience to charges of 
abuse, discrimination, or other violations against braceros. To their delight, 
Mexican Americans learned that the consulate staff members were dil)pleas~d 
at being assigned in Lubbock, a city with somewhat less evening entertainment 
than that to which they were accustomed.251 The Mexican consul became 
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sympathetic to the Mexican Americans' powerlessness in relation to Lubbock 
farmers. This all became evident in what has been known as "The ~~a~!Y?._hop_ :'~ 

I.Q<:!id~n.t: 
On gg June 1959, Claudia Padres, a member of the Mexican consulate in 

Lubbock reported that she had been denied service in a downtown beauty 
sJ:lop because of her nationa"iity. When the story appeared in the press, the owner 
of the shop stated that he did not cater to Latin Americans because as he said, "If 
we accepted one Latin American, we would get more Mexican customers than
we could accommodate, and we would lose many of our long-time customers if 
we catered to the Mexican clientele."252 T~ree days later, Consul Cecilia 
~olina blacklisted Lubbock County to bracero labor indefinitely. When the 
attorney representing the consulate investigated the incident, he discovered that 
Miss Padres had in fact called several beauty shops before reaching the one 
that denied her an appointment. Without exception, the other shops had granted 
her an appointment in spite of her heavy Spanish accent.253 Besides revealing 
that discrimination had diminished to a great degree by 1959 in Lubbock (or 
perhaps that it was primarily limited to migrants, regardless of nationality) 
this incident revealed unequivocally that she was purposely seeking out dis
crimination against Spanish-speaking people. Miss Padres' intentions notwith
standing, the situation did in fact constitute grounds for a blacklist of the Lub
bock area. She was a bona fide Mexican, and Public Law 78 prohibited dis
crimination against Mexican nationals. In itself, the incident did not necessarily 
concern Mexican Americans, who as American citizens technically were not 
protected by Public Law 78. But Consul Molina went a step further. She added 
that discrimination against the Latin Americans in Lubbock County constituted 
grounds for the blacklist because it represented "discrimination against the 
Mexican people for their nationality or ancestry."254 She thereby established a 
precedent that placed the blacklist squarely in the hands of the Mexican Ameri
cans of Lubbock County, and they knew it. This newfound power at the disposal 
of the Mexican Americans is a factor to be considered in the alleviation of the 
discrimination problem in Lubbock. 

A full two years passed before Mexican Americans wielded the blacklist 
again. In August 1961, a Mexican American resident of Slaton was denied en
trance to the ~laton swimming pool. Believing he had a right to use the pool by 
virture of his permanent residence in Slaton, he appealed to the GI Forum for 
assistance. After the incident was made public, Slaton councilman Harry Stokes 
admitted that Slaton's Mexican Americans had a right to use the tax-supported 
pool by virtue of the city taxes which they paid and that the city was trying to 
"work something out."255 The council was not working fast enough for Mexican 
Americans, and Manuel Castro, representing the Lubbock GI Forum, filed 
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a charge of discrimination with the Mexican consulate.256 After months of 
delay, the United States Department of Agriculture advised Slaton farmers that 
their bracero labor supply would be terminated unless the pool were opened to 
Mexican-American taxpayers of Slaton. Farmers were outraged. "Mexican 
braceros come up here to work," they declared, "not for luxuries." The mayor 
added, "Insofar as I know, no Mexican national ever has attempted to use our 
swimming pool."257 He was probably right, and again, Mexican Americans were 
able to ride along under the protective umbrella of Public Law 78. Insofar as 
they had applied this bracero contract law to themselves, the Mexican Ameri
cans had distorted the law, but insofar as they had distorted the law to their 
own advantage, they had become American, for this was the· way of the Ameri
can farmers and society with which Mexican Americans were learning to 
cope. In epilogue, Farmer Camden of Slaton said of the braceros, "The only 
reason we have to bring them into this country to work anyway is because we 
have so many able-bodied citizens who just won't work any more," referring 
directly to the residents whom he accused of "lazying around" East Slaton.258 

Harping back to the times when the chief of police rounded up cotton pickers 
for farmers, Farmer Camden probably considered anybody engaged in any 
occupation other than cotton picking to be "lazying around." In regard to his 
statement that they would not work anymore, he was correct. Mexican 
Americans were not willing to work anymore-not for Farmer Camden at any 
rate. 

After Mexican Americans settled into a stabilized life in their new towns, they 
no longer had to accept the deplorable conditions of the Big Swing. Cotton 
farmers tried different methods of minimizing their labor costs, but the Big 
Swing was rapidly becoming a thing of the past. By the 1959 cotton season, the 
number of migrant workers in Lubbock County had fallen to less than 7000. 
Farmers tried to revert to their former practice of lobbying in the national con
gress through the powerful Plains Cotton Growers, Inc., which demanded an 
extension of Public Law 78; but, by this time, Mexican Americans had also 
learned this method. Opposing the farm lobbyist in Congress were the Mexi
can-American Educational Conference Committee, the Bishop's Committee 
for the Spanish Speaking, and several other powerful, sympathetic friends, 
including Senator Eugene McCarthy.259 The farmers managed to obtain one 
last three-year extension to the bracero program, but the Mexican Americans' 
supporters succeeded in forcing a decision to raise the guaranteed salary of 
braceros to seventy cents per hour in 1962. The salary raise proved to be de 
facto termination to the bracero program, for in 1962, the number of braceros 
in Texas declined from 125,000 to 50,000 and then to 30,000 in 1963.260 
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With Mexican Americans moving into city life, and with the prohibitive cost 
of bracero labor, Lubbock farmers were forced to mechanize their harvest 
methods. Automatic harvesters had been perfected since 1927, when repre
sentatives of the Cotton Harvester Company of Chicago demonstrated one in 
Lubbock, but Lubbock farmers, taking advantage of the availability of inex
pensive manual labor, d_i~ not use automatic harvesters until 1944, when me
chanical strippers were used on only 20 per cent of the total Lubbock cotton 
crop. The 1961 salary raise for braceros was so prohibitive that farmers through
out Texas converted to and employed mechanical strippers to produce 78 per 
cent of their 1962 crop.261 The termination of Public Law 78 in 1964 raised the 
percentage of mechanization by Texas farmers to 94 per cent. In Lubbock on 
11 August 1966, the city council, without ceremony, sold the old labor camp 
building in the vacant grounds on Avenue H, and the Big Swing was no more. 
In 1970, Texas farmers harvested 98 per cent of their crop mechanically.262 They 
had ~linaged to reinstate the bracero program under a different name in the 
mid-1960's, and they employed an even greater number of wetbacks in the 
1970's than in the late 1950's. For example, there were 277,000 wetbacks in 
Texas in 1970 and over 20,000 of them in Lubbock County alone in 1972. During 
these years, Lubbock area cotton farmers had further monopolized the Mexi
can labor in order to drive out growers of tomatoes and other vegetables that 
could conceivably have rendered Lubbock County soil much more productive 
than cotton. 263 

But by 1962, the Mexican Americans in Lubbock were no longer concerned 
with farm problems because they were no longer migrants or aliens to the 
United States. They were citizens of the United States. For so many decades, 
successive waves of immigrants from Mexico had competed with the Mexi
can Americans, rendering them vulnerable to the social and economic plight of 
aliens. Victims of recurring periods of xenophobia, and unable to resist tre
mendous sociological forces, Mexican Americans were forced to accept what
ever treatment or conditions were meted them. And, indeed, their vulnerability 
to similar sociological trends exists so long as Mexico remains a foreign country 
adjacent to the Southwest and as long as Mexican Americans retain any cultural 
ties with that country. Notwithstanding this peculiar vulnerability, Mexican 
Americans learned American methods of resistance in the 1950's, and the lesson 
was well taken. With these lessons, they began their social struggle on a higher 
level-that of acceptance as full-fledged members of the Lubbock community. 
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THE MARCH OF FAITH 

Before considering the process by which the Mexican Americans in Lubbock 
began to assume the status of full-fledged citizens of that city, it is necessary to 
review briefly th~iological changes that these people had undergone pri~r. 
to the 1960's. The first permanent Mexican-American residents in Lubbock were 
for the most part no more Mexican than Spanish, Indian, or even Anglo Ameri
can. They were an original mixture of people peculiar to the Southwestern 
United States, and it was not until they met the Anglo-American frontiersmen 
that they took on the label of Mexican. Indeed, it was not until they moved to 
Lubbock that they met and mixed with Mexican nationals from the railroad 
camps. The other group of Mexican Americans who followed the Big Swing into 
Lubbock were also original residents of the Southeast Texas and Rio Grande 
Valley areas whose ancestors had established Texas as a Spanish colony, and 
some later as an independent republic. These Southwesterners were all a unique 
people with their own peculiar culture, but this uniqueness was also their weak
ness. It rendered them vulnerable to the acquisitiveness of governments and 
men envious of the resources of the Southwest. In time, the Southwest and the 
original Southwesterners fell to the most powerful government. It was at this 
time that they became an ethnic minority. Although they benefited from their 
political relationship with America and their cultural relationship with Mex
ico, they suffered from both as well. Yet, in their efforts-many times denied
to share in the bounty that the Southwest produced, these people seldom if ever 
resorted to violent means. They finally acquired the right to share in the wealth 
of this land, but only after seeking and finding acceptable methods of action. 
Other ethnic groups were often militant in their demands, but the Mexican 
Americans obtained their rights while avoiding destructive methods. As Morris 
Turner stated in a closed session of the Lubbock City Council evaluating a Mexi
can-American civil rights drive in 1971, "The Mexican is going to be all right. 
He does not have tht: past to live down" as do other ethnic groups.264 · 

The unique character of the Mexican Americans of Lubbock has offered some 
rather obvious trends and paradoxical situations. One of the most obvious trends 
in their history is the peculiar sequence by which they shuttled and migrated 
from one area to another. Other trends are the seemingly cyclical immigration 
waves from Mexico, which almost invariable led to harmful nativist reactions, 
and the assimilative effect of military service on Mexican-American men in 
World War II, in the Korean conflict, and in the Vietnam War. Somewhat para
doxical, however, is the matter of a name for these people. It seems that con
sidering their historical and cultural experience, they are no more Mexican 
American that Latin American or anything else that their various labels have 
implied. In some instances, these labels benefited them, as when, also quite 
paradoxically, the Mexican Consul helped people of Mexican ancestry even at 

264. Lubbock City Council Minutes, 10 Juqe 1971. 
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the expense of Mexican national contract laborers, seemingly for the sake of 
pride alone. And then the question arises: "If it was so bad for them in Lubbock 
why did they come here?" The most probable reason is that they came for 
the same reason as did Americans who came from East Texas or from Kansas or 
anywhere else-they sought economic opportunity on the South Plains. The 
only difference was the Mexican Americans did not claim a "Manifest Destiny." 
~t was not, in fact, until the 1960's that Mexican Americans generally ex

perienced a sort of awakening and demanded recognition of their rights to full 
citizenship in the United Statei}Inspired partly by their contribution in the 
'\"ietnam War (Mexican Americans suffered higher losses proportionally than 
any other ethnic group in that war) and by indigenous leaders like Reies Tijerina 
in New Mexico and Cesar Chavez in California, Mexican Americans began to 
form a united claim for civil rights.26S In 1967, the Raza Unida Party was formed 
to support Mexican American political aspirations, and the next year, a wave of 
\high school student walkouts among Mexican Americans swept the country in 
independent demands for cultural recognition.266 . 

All of these events were reflected in Lubbock, Texas:\Ihe Mexican Americans 
of Lubbock became even more active in the mid-1960's, uniting in many or
ganized efforts for their own endi)In towns throughout the county, ad hoc 
committees like the Posey Neighborhood Improvement Committee launched 
campaigns to clean up the barrios.26~ulturally, they expressed themselves 
through the Teatro del Barrio acting club which performed Mexican American 
plays or{!hrough the J?e Colores organization of enthusiastic Mexican Ameri
can Catholics who held frequent cursillo meetings, attended by tens of thousands 
from the local area, for religious and cultural expression.~ One ramification of 
the cursillo enthusiasm manifested itself after Mexican-American garbage 
collectors in Lubbock won a strike against the city in 1968, after which the 
strikers and their supporters sang their victory song-"De Colores."2~Eco
nomically, they moved into skilled and semi-skilled jobs and then were able to 
donate time and money to their own underprivileged as they did in the formation 
of Local Educational Action Regional Nucleus, Inc. (LEARN) to give financial 
aid to Mexican-American college students. LEARN was soon subsidized and 
\xpanded by the federal government.270 In 1968, Frank Carrillo, a Lubbock 
native, became the first Mexican American to run for office in his campaign for 
col!nty commissioner. Ramon P. Renteria ran for constable that year, and two 
years later Paulina Jacobo also ran for commissioner. They were not elected, 
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but their campaigns almost doubled Mexican-American political participation 
in Lubbock County.211 

Another somewhat intangible factor was the effect of a g!()Wing number of 
students and faculty moving into Lubbock to attend Texas Technological 
College. The town was proud of its local college; the college had always en
joyed a rather salubrious relationship with the townspeople, and the academic 
newcomers introduced fresh objectivity to Lubbock's civic endeavors in the 
1950's. Faculty members served on civic boards and participated in health and 
population studies. There were no reported cases of blatant discriminatiop _q_n 
the campus. Indeed, Texas Tech was known to have employed Mexican Ameri
cans under the Works Progress Administration program of the depression, and 
during the 1960's, Texas Tech administrators cooperated with the LEARN pro
gram. An aura of enlightenment must surely have spread from the campus to the 
town. 

Also during the 1960's, the state and federal governments responded to the 
needs of Mexican Americans. The 1964 Civil Rights Act was passed to pro
hibit discrimination in employment for reasons of race, creed, color, or national 
origin, and created a commission to enforce the act. It also led to a series of 
similar acts, among which was the Elementary and Secondary Education Act. 
The ramifications of these basic acts allowed for programs of bilingual edu
cation in Texas schools, special instruction for migrant students, and preschool 
language instruction for Spanish-speaking students under the Headstart Pro
gram that had begun as the League of United Latin American Citizens 
(LULAC) Little School of the 400.272 All of these programs were immediately 
applied in Lubbock schools, H~adstart having been the first in 1968. The Te]{as 
Migrant Program was also instituted that year in Lubbock, giving migrant 
students special teachers, special summer programs, and a computerized re
cord transfer system.273 The bilingual program in Lubbock was also quickly 
organized in the first four elementary grades. And in keeping with the spirit of 
these programs, Lubbock schools b~gan recruiting Mexican-American teachers 
from universities throughout Texas and neighboring states. The number of these 
teachers, thirteen in 1967, increased to over sixty by the 1972 school year and was 
projected for further growth the next year.274 All of these government programs 
created a favorable environment for Mexican Americans to obtain a truly Ameri
can education and assimilation, but as before, the most effective changes were 
caused by the Mexican Americans themselves and in one case, by a natural 
catastrophe. 
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, Despite all of the salutary legislative programs, Lubbock's Mexican Ameri
cans were still greatly restricted to the barrio. It was still an overcrowded con
glomeration of "small row houses, stucco or wood, ... numerous ones with 
outhouses," many of which were crowded into alleys.275 But on 11 May 1970, 
a tornado reached down from the clouds and swept away the substandard 
housing as no federal program could do. It swept away the remnants of the 
old migrant labor campsite, and it took the lives of twenty-six people, about 
half of whom were barrio residents. Immediately, the Lubbock City Council 
began the process of rebuilding the neighborhood, but it was significant that 
when the mayor requested money from the Neighborhood Development Pro
gram, he announced that the funds were to make the Guadalupe Neighborhood 
"an integral part of the community."276 

The ramifications of this reconstruction brought exactly that objective. The 
first effort was the relocation of Mexican Americans to other neighborhoods in 
Lubbock where they lived among other ethnic groups and where many of them 
remafned permanently.277 Another quite serendipitous benefit occurred when 
federal agents of the Small Business Administration realized the need for 
bilingual counselors. They realized the value of local counselors and the value 
of the local Spanish radio station for public announcements. They also assisted 
in preparing land papers that allowed for judicious interest and payment 
arrangements. As explained earlier, many of the previous arrangements had 
allowed for monthly interest almost as high as the monthly payments.278 

The tornado destroyed the barrio not only in a physical sense but also in the 
minds of Lubbock citizens, for in reconstruction it was built as any other neigh
borhood of Lubbock, nearly all homes being large brick homes with spacious 
,lawns. Even more significant is the fact that most of the former barrio residents 
scattered throughout Lubbock's other residential areas. Land records reveal 
that Mexican Americans had begun moving slowly into other neighborhoods 
as early as 1959, but the tornado speeded up the process. Though they were still 
heavily concentrated in two or three neighborhoods (Arnett-Benson and 
Mackenzie Terrace), suggestive of the formation of new barrios, the old barrio 
patterns became a thing of the past by 1972. The school records reflect the same 
pattern of dispersal: by 1972, every school in the entire Lubbock School System 
except one small elementary school had at least some Mexican-American 
students, and some new neighborhood schools as high as 90 per cent Mexican
American enrollment.279 There was no significant resistance to Mexican-Ameri
c~an dispersal in the rest of Lubbock, because Mexican Americans were very 
rapidly becoming part of Lubbock itself. 
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It is very difficult to measure a final phase of Mexican-American establish
ment in the Lubbock community, but one index of this achievement may be 
their dealings with police. Tile police in Lubbock traditionally seemed to 
function according to the needs of that society rather than according to the 
dictates of any absolute moral or judicial principles, and when Mexican Ameri
cans achieved a degree of influence over this function, they became ipso facto 
a part of societylJhis occurred after a s~ries of much publicized incidents that 
prompted Lubbock's Mexican Americans to demand such control. The Nerios 
Affair, in which Lubbock police killed Ernesto Nerios for no worse reported 
crime than speeding, occurred at approximately the same time that police were 
accused of mistreating scores of Mexican Americans at a dance at Fair Park 
Coliseum and after police admittedly broke the arm of a Mexican-American 
boy when he demanded permission to enter the barrio during its reconstruction 
after the tornadQJ After several such incidents of ~lleg~d policy brutality, and 
after fruitless attempts by individual Mexican Americans to obtain redress for 
these incidents, Lubbock's Mexican-American citizens ~!~ged united protests 
against the city government.zso 

Some of these protests involved LULAC members filing complaints of civil 
rights violations, or student walkouts in several schools throughout the city and 
county, but the most significant was a mass protest called "La Marcha de Fe." 

(.The March of Faith was organized in 1971 by a few political activists not the 
least of which was an outspoken Lubbock "radical" named Nephtali DeLeon, 
a product of 1950's Lubbock barrio life; but it included the more conservative 
LULAC, GI Forum, and De Colores organizations plus religious leaders and 
hundreds of Mexican Americans from throughout the Lubbock area.2~arching 
peacefully through the heart of downtown Lubbock, they were surrounded by 
policemen with riot guns, who the local newspaper said were there to "assist 
with traffic."282 City officials gave the impression of completely disregarding the 
march and the marchers' demands, but city council work notes and minutes re
veal a genuine state of concern and anxiety behind the closed doors of 
City Hall. Although there was no immediate answer to the marchers' demands 
for Mexican-American policemen, teachers, firemen, city employees, a Human 
Relations Commission, and several other demands, it is significant that within 
one year, all but a few of these demands were met.283 This is not to say that 
Lubbock's Mexican Americans achieved assimilation; that cannot be true, 
because as late as 1970, 714 of Lubbock's 24,000 Mexican Americans were Mexi
can-born, and there was undoubtedly a few Mexican immigrants to Lubbock 
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every year since then.284 These newcomers reinforced the Mexican element of 
the Mexican-American stereotype for Lubbock's other citizens who still saw all 
Mexican Americans a~--~!~r.eotyped. Th(OLciJy_ newspaper, which traditionally 
treated Mexican Americans as aliens, maintained a tendency to neglect them 
~~~~pt for unfavorable publicity and scant references taken from Associated 
~r~~s _:wires. To the extent that it treated them as anything but Lubbock citizens 
after 1971, it was behind the times; for, though they had never assimilated, 
they were rapidly becoming full-fledged citizens of Lubbock. 

This historical survey of the Mexican Americans in Lubbock County has of 
necessity dealt primarily with that ethnic group, but it should also help to ex
plain various aspects of the history of Lubbock County in general. It may, for 
example, provide a partial explanation for Lubbock's phenomenal growth 
at mid-century. It may_ ~ccount for the Mexican Americans' hesitant partici
P~~iQI1_in politics or even in day-to-day activites such as shopping downtown, 
·and it should offer, at least implicitly, ahi~torical explanation for other char
acteristics of Mexican Americans that otherwise might be attributed to their 
cultural heritage or intrinsic character. More than anything else, however, it 
should be obvious that, except for a very few peculiarities, the history of Lub
bock's Mexican Americans is much like the history of any other group 
of Americans as, indeed, Mexican Americans are, in the final analysis, only 
Americans. 

284. U.S., Bureau of the Census, United States Census of the Population: 1970, vol. 1, part 45, Texas 
(Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1973), 481, 676. 
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